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COCTA
COORDINATED CAPACITY ORDERING AND TRAJECTORY PRICING FOR BETTERPERFORMING ATM

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 699326 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
In this deliverable, we summarize COCTA innovations: changes in the Air Traffic Management (ATM)
value-chain, the COCTA capacity and demand management process developed so far and COCTA
mathematical models. We focus on model testing, evaluation and comparison against a baseline, using
large-scale case study.
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1 Introduction

This deliverable summarizes proposed changes in the Air Traffic Management (ATM) value-chain, the
COCTA capacity and demand management process developed so far, COCTA mathematical models,
and results from models’ testing. For the latter, we use real world data on airspace capacities and air
traffic demand (flights) over a busy day in central and western Europe.
In this deliverable, we focus on two main aspects of the COCTA mechanism:
1. strategic capacity planning and management process, as well as the Network Manager’s
decision making for capacity ordering at strategic and pre-tactical levels from Air Navigation
Service Providers;
2. demand management, which in the COCTA context is carried out via trajectory (product)
management.
The main contributions of this deliverable are the insights gained from the large-scale testing of our
approach. They include the finding that, on a day with very challenging demand volume, our approach
may accommodate the same traffic while using 6% less capacity (sector-hours) than the modelled
Baseline scenario. At the same time, COCTA reduces average delay per flight by 3.6 minutes in such a
context and cuts down the number of heavily delayed flights by 90% compared to the Baseline. Those
improvements come at a very marginal environmental penalty of 1.23 kg extra CO2 emitted per flight,
on average, stemming from AOs’ more frequent opting for longer trajectories, motivated by the
network-wide performance optimisation and facilitated by the discounted flexible trajectory product.
In Section 2, we summarize the proposed changes in the ATM value chain, elaborate on the new roles
for the Network Manager (NM), Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) and Aircraft Operators (AOs)
as well as on the new relationships between them. We also outline how the COCTA concept progresses
the current state of the art in the field of capacity and demand management. After presenting the
conceptual capacity planning and ordering concept, we define a mathematical model in Section 3. A
large-scale case study used for model testing is described in Section 4. In Section 5 we demonstrate
the NM’s different strategies for capacity ordering and associated results (network performance). The
last section (6) contains discussion and conclusions.

© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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2 The COCTA concept: strategic phase

We set a foundation for the COCTA model, outlining:
•

the main issues in the current ATM value-chain, from the COCTA team perspective (Section
2.1);

•

literature review, including SESAR WP-E projects, and the innovative ideas from COCTA project
(Section 2.2);

•

the proposed changes in the ATM value chain, elaborating on the new roles for the Network
Manager (NM), Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) and Aircraft Operators (AOs) as well
as on the new relationships between them (Section 3.3).

2.1 Challenges in the current ATM value-chain
The current role of the NM in Europe in the process of establishing balance between air traffic demand
and airspace/airport capacity is merely moderation between AOs and capacity providers, since the NM
has limited instruments at disposal to actually influence capacity or demand side planning decisions
(EUROCONTROL NMOC, 2017a). The European Commission (EC) also recognizes that the lack of the
NM’s clear executive powers in practice means that the NM ‘tends to decide by consensus, which often
results in weak compromises’ (European Commission, 2013). The EC however stresses that an
optimisation of the network performance necessitates an extended operating scope of actions by the
NM (European Commission, 2013). Furthermore, one of the biggest airlines in Europe also shares the
view of the EC, stating that the ‘NM’s role is to manage the system, optimise traffic flow & route design,
coordinate ATC system upgrades, enable continuity of service during disruption, reduce delay &
inefficiency’ (Ryanair, 2018).
Although the NM initiates planning several months before the day of operations, most of demandcapacity imbalance situations are still resolved on the day of operations. This is done by means of
demand management actions, often resulting in delays, longer routes flown, hence additional fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions, and even flight cancelations. For instance, total en-route Air Traffic
Flow Management (ATFM) delay was 8.7 million minutes across more than 10 million flights in Europe
in 2016 (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017). The Performance Review Commission (PRC) estimates associated
en-route ATFM delay cost at 867 million EUR (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017), using the average cost per
minute of ATFM delay estimated in (Cook and Tanner, 2015). More than 55% of total en-route ATFM
delay is attributed to (lack of) capacity and staffing reasons, while approximately half of that delay
occurred during peak summer months June, July and August 2016, as shown in Figure 1
(EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017).
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Figure 1. ATC capacity and staffing-related ATM delay (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017)

Even though capacity plans and capacity dimensioning for Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) are
made based on busy summer traffic patterns (EUROCONTROL, 2013a), the majority of en-route ATFM
delays due to lack of capacity occur during summer. Namely, within the framework of the Single
European Sky (SES), the Network Manager conducts planning and management of the European ATM
Network. Commission Regulation (EU) No 677/2011 details, inter alia, the tasks of the Network
Manager and describes the Network Operations Plan (NOP). In the planning phase, the NM shall
provide a NOP with a detailed capacity assessment, analysis and requirements for each ANSP, including
the following elements: overall network capacity requirements, local capacity requirements, local
capacity baselines, local delay targets (more details in COCTA deliverable D2.1 – State of the art report).
And while the NM provides required capacity profiles for ANSPs, it does not have a mandate to decide
on the actual capacity delivery by ANSPs.
The PRC notes that the capacity requirements are frequently not met by some ANSPs, that is Area
Control Centres (ACCs), but also that maximum capacity is not delivered at the time when it is needed.
For instance, the PRC shows an example where an ACC was unable or reluctant to open the maximum
number of sectors (Table 1, columns 3 and 4), even though the demand levels were high and massive
delays were accruing (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017). Secondly, the PRC emphasises that there are
significant mismatches between the deployment of maximum capacity and the traffic demand (Table
1, last two columns), evidenced by the necessity to apply regulations for lengthy periods when only a
limited number of sectors are opened1 (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017).

1

The Provisional Council, in recommendations from PRR 2014 and PRR 2015, highlighted the need for capacity
to be made available during peak traffic periods rather than regulating demand to meet reduced capacity.

© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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Table 1. Capacity provision issues in the current practice [Source: EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017]

Mismatch between capacity provision and traffic demand has several root causes, which originate both
at strategic and at pre-tactical levels. One of the underlying causes for capacity and demand mismatch
is traffic variability (and volatility). This is inherently linked to traffic (materialisation) uncertainty: while
scheduled traffic (~80% of total demand) is largely known several months in advance, non-schedule
traffic like business and charter flights are not known with the same level of reliability. If traffic is highly
variable and there is limited flexibility to adjust the capacity provision according to actual traffic
demand, the result may be poor service quality or an underutilisation of resources (EUROCONTROL
PRC, 2017). If addressed proactively, traffic variability can be mitigated or resolved to a certain degree
by utilising previous experience, roster staffing levels to suit and to make more operational staff
available by reducing ancillary tasks performed by ATCOs during the peak period (EUROCONTROL PRC,
2017). Figure 2 illustrates capacity utilisation of an airspace based on one week of traffic during
summer 2017. It indicates that half of the time, sectors’ utilisation is less than 60%, just below average
sector load of 62% (Fron, 2017). While delay costs occur when there is no sufficient capacity, better
allocating or reducing spare capacity should also lead to lower costs of capacity provision for airspace
users.
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Figure 2. Airspace capacity utilisation [Source: Fron, 2017]

ANSPs have to plan their capacities months and weeks in advance, with only very limited and costly
possibilities to adjust those, especially upwards, on a short notice (Massacci and Nyrup, 2015). They
have to account for both traffic variability at strategic level when planning sector-opening schemes
and rostering, but also to account for traffic (un)predictability at shorter notice. Namely, AOs attach
great value to flight planning flexibility and tend to reveal their route choice decisions only hours
before the time of departure to benefit from up to date relevant information. Although last moment
route-choice cost savings could be at most a few hundred euros per flight ((Altus, 2009), (Cook and
Tanner, 2012), (Delgado, 2015)), such behaviour reduces predictability for ANSPs and the NM. Hence,
a consequence on a network level could be lower utilization of available capacities and/or higher costs
imposed on other AOs, as well as likely deterioration of the network performance as a whole
(Jovanović et al., 2015a). The fact that the demand is inherently heterogeneous and that some AOs in
some cases choose a route which seems to be inefficient (distance- or/and charges-wise) (Bucuroiu,
2016; Delgado, 2015), adds to the complexity of predicting the AOs route choice, hence the optimal
capacity provision (to a certain extent).
In addition, the current route charging system in Europe does not provide any incentives to reduce the
mismatch between capacity provision and demand. Charges for air navigation services are set
according to an average cost approach, with different rates in neighbouring areas. This does not
provide incentives to adjust capacity shortages and may lead to environmentally inefficient outcomes
if an AO chooses a longer flightpath due to lower charges. Moreover, for ANSPs the regulatory
framework has changed significantly over the last years. Traditionally, ANSPs were subject to a pure
cost-based regulation. The current regulatory framework introduced elements of incentive regulation,
aiming at a reduction, or at least limitation, of the overall charging level. However, ANSPs still apply a
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
All rights reserved. Licensed to the SESAR Joint Undertaking under conditions.
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rather simple charging structure without differentiations other than the aircraft Maximum Take-Off
Weight (MTOW).
The trade-off between the predictability for ANSPs and the flexibility for AOs results in substantial and
costly capacity buffers built into ANSP planning decisions. For instance, one ANSP estimated that
approximately 5-10% of its capacity is actually ‘reserved’ to take care of all predictability and nonadherence issues arising in pre-tactical and tactical stages. Potential cost savings arising from a more
predictable system are estimated to 45 million EUR per annum for that provider (EUROCONTROL,
2013b). Similarly, costly buffer times are built into AOs schedules. For example, for AOs in the US
approximately 6 billion USD was associated with schedule buffers (Ball et al., 2010), embedded to
compensate for (a portion of) anticipated delays from all causes, while maintaining the on-time
performance of flights and the operational reliability of schedules (Wu, 2005).
We recognize the issues of traffic variability and predictability and the need for capacity provision
flexibility as some of the major challenges in today’s ATM value-chain and propose a potential solution
within the “Coordinated capacity ordering and trajectory pricing for better-performing ATM”, COCTA
project (acronym).
Within COCTA, we develop a concept to timely harmonize air traffic demand and airspace capacity by
means of orchestrated application of economic instruments – incentives and variable-pricing
mechanisms – on both demand and capacity side. The objective of COCTA is to propose and evaluate
a redesigned ATM environment in which the NM coordinately asks for airspace capacity from ANSPs
at strategic and pre-tactical levels and offers routes through trajectory-based pricing to AOs, in such a
manner to optimize the overall network performance.
In the reminder of this section, we present the COCTA concept and its innovative elements (vs. stateof-the-art) in Section 2.2. We outline an indicative modelling framework for strategic capacity ordering
in Section 2.3. The focus is on capacity ordering decision making on a network level, taking into account
traffic variability and assuming different levels of capacity provision flexibility. We discuss results
obtained for strategic capacity ordering, draw conclusions and select the input (capacity budget) for
the second stage of the COCTA process which focusses on the period between the strategic and the
pre-tactical stages (Section 2.4).

2.2 Previous contributions and a way forward
2.2.1 Literature review
To the best of our knowledge COCTA is the first research attempt to explore joint demand and capacity
management actions, by means of economic instruments and incentives, at strategic and pre-tactical
levels in a redesigned ATM value-chain.
The vast majority of previous efforts in the field focus on administrative demand management actions
at the tactical level, i.e. the day of operations, given the network capacity2 (e.g. (Lulli and Odoni, 2007),

2

A comprehensive review of mathematical modelling and various formulations of demand-capacity imbalance
problem is presented in (Agustín et al., 2010) and a more recent summary of trends and opportunities in the area
of demand and capacity management is given in (Barnhart et al., 2012).
14
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(Bertsimas and Patterson, 1998), (Agustin et al., 2012a, 2012b)). On the other hand, there are only a
handful of papers exploring the possibility to use economic measures to manage demand (Jovanović
et al., 2014). de Matos (2001) argues that a certain potential exists to employ price discrimination in
the ATM system, while Deschinkel et al. (2002) investigate the possibility of influencing airlines’ route
choices (departure time and route) by differential sector pricing. A new ANS pricing rule taking into
account, among else, the cost of congestion, is proposed in (Raffarin, 2004). A novel route charging
method was recently proposed, called FRIDAY (Fixed Rate Incorporating Dynamic Allocation for
optimal Yield). It assumes a single unit rate, which is expected, inter alia, to take away the incentive
for airlines to choose detours. It also proposes an accompanying mechanism for revenue redistribution
among ANSPs (Verbeek and Visser, 2016).
Several previous SESAR WP-E projects and other studies have addressed some related problems, which
might, to a certain extent, be relevant in the context of COCTA research.
Probably the most relevant among recent research efforts in the field is the SATURN project (‘Strategic
Allocation of Traffic Using Redistribution in the Network’). The objective of SATURN was to propose
and test realistic ways to use market-based demand management mechanisms to redistribute air
traffic in the European airspace at the strategic level. To that end, several mechanisms have been
developed (Bolić et al., 2014) – ranging from peak-load pricing (Castelli et al., 2015) to a conceptual
model of cost-reflective intertemporal price discrimination application (Jovanović et al., 2015a),
(Jovanović et al., 2015b). Some promising results have been obtained, yet, all SATURN mechanisms
were developed under the assumption of revenue neutrality, i.e. strictly taking capacity side as given.
Consequently, improvements in financial cost-efficiency were impossible by definition, with possible
benefits arising solely from trade-offs between capacity and environment SES key performance
indicators (i.e. between delay and fuel costs). Importantly, SATURN stakeholder consultation
workshops provided a very useful feedback in terms of acceptability of economic-based demandcapacity balancing mechanisms. Among other aspects, it was revealed that differentiating charges
based on quality of service might be a viable option from aircraft operators’ perspective (Steer Davies
Gleave, 2015).
The 2015 study produced by Steer Davies Gleave (SDG) for the EC investigates options for modulation
of charges in the European airspace, with strong focus on implementation aspects (Steer Davies
Gleave, 2015). The findings suggest that a fixed congestion supplement should be preferred over a
differentiated unit rate. It is also suggested that incorporating economic and social costs in modulated
charge would lead to prohibitively high route charges. As for price setting process the study
recommends the use of several iterations rather than setting the price at single point in time. However,
similar to SATURN, the SDG study assumes revenue neutrality, i.e. tackles the demand side of the
problem solely, with strong stakeholders’ (especially AOs’) objections expressed to such approach
employed (Steer Davies Gleave, 2015).
Another WP-E project, ACCHANGE, analysed, among other aspects, potential paths for change in ATM
in Europe, using two-stage network congestion games (Blondiau et al., 2016). The results suggest that
vertical integration between ANSPs and airlines may succeed in accelerating change as long as ANSPs
are permitted to charge for improved quality, such as reduced congestion (Adler et al., 2014).
Several more projects partly address some of the aspects relevant for COCTA. Among those, the NEWO
project investigated effects of various prioritisation criteria on network performance and delay
propagation. The ELSA project employed agent-based modelling to model interactions between the
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
All rights reserved. Licensed to the SESAR Joint Undertaking under conditions.
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NM and AOs (strategic layer) and aircraft/pilot and ATCOs (tactical layer). The RobustATM project
explores options to include uncertainty into ATM planning procedures, combining stochastic
optimisation and robust optimisation. The CASSIOPEA project is particularly worth noting for its finding
that a strategy to reduce delay up to a residual delay of 10 minutes leads to ‘significant costs savings
when compared to the approach, widely used by airlines, of trying to eliminate all delay.’ (Steer Davies
Gleave, 2015)

2.2.2 Novel aspects introduced by the COCTA concept
We envisage a new role for the Network Manager, empowering it to act coordinately on both sides
(capacity and demand) of the inequality, by means of economic instruments, supported by a
redesigned ATM value-chain.
The key proposed change concerns the way airspace capacity is allocated in the European network and
ordered from ANSPs by the NM, i.e. changes in the relationship between the NM and ANSPs. In the
proposed setting the NM asks for airspace capacities more in line with expected network demand,
employing a network-centred, demand driven approach, as opposed to the current piecemeal supply
driven practice, which is tailored against local/ANSP traffic peaks. As a consequence, better utilisation
of en-route capacity is expected, with associated beneficial cost implications.
On the demand side, the NM offers different trajectory products to AOs, mindful of AOs’ business
needs and preferences, as well as of overarching network performance targets. The NM therefore
performs trajectory pricing, aiming at an appropriate balance between cost-efficiency, delays (Key
Performance Indicator for ‘capacity’), environmental impact and equity, without negatively affecting
safety. To incentivise more predictable route choices, COCTA introduces an airport-pair based charging
principle. Within the COCTA concept, the base charge for a flight between two airports (i.e. the charge
without applying additional demand management instruments) only depends on the MTOW of an
aircraft. Unlike the current charging scheme, within the COCTA models, airlines do not have an
incentive to deviate from the shortest route between two airports in order to reduce ATC charges. The
application of this airport-pair-based charge reduces CO2 emissions and makes airlines’ route choice
more predictable.
Planning processes have already been identified as the most significant drivers of an air traffic control
centre’s cost-efficiency (Tobaruela et al., 2013). As those processes determine staffing, which is the
main resource of a centre, as well as airspace sector opening sequences, an overestimation of traffic
demand in the planning process can result in a low cost-efficiency performance of a centre. Therefore,
designing a new ATM value-chain, including a new charging scheme which makes the shortest route
between any two airports the cheapest trajectory option, increases the predictability in terms of AOs’
route choices. This should increase predictability for ANSPs in terms of staffing (shift planning etc.) on
the day, e.g. whether maximum configuration is to be applied (Tobaruela et al., 2013).
The hypothesis is that the NM will ask for and use (coordinate) airspace capacity in a more efficient
manner compared to the present situation, recognising that airspace capacity is lumpy and not likely
to be available for ordering in tiny increments, which would be ideal in terms of minimisation of unused
capacities.
The idea to balance demand and capacity on a sooner-than-tactical level in a deterministic context
clearly has its limitations, most of which arise from a number of uncertainties and variabilities inherent
to air transport system (Steer Davies Gleave, 2015), due to impacts of the wide variety of unexpected
factors, coming from both the demand and the supply side of the system. The newly proposed COCTA
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capacity and demand management concept addresses some of these uncertainties, specifically the
uncertain number and details of unscheduled flights and uncertain decisions of airspace users on which
trajectory product (PST or FAT) to purchase.

2.3 Re-designed ATM value chain
The re-design of the ATM value chain is necessary to make the COCTA capacity and demand
management process possible and effective. The design of such a complex system is not trivial, thus
COCTA thoroughly addresses this matter and the economic interactions involved (COCTA consortium,
2017a). We hereby offer a brief high-level reflection on each of the key relevant parties, stressing the
innovative elements COCTA is bringing about:
•

The Network Manager aims at optimising the performance of the network by smartly ordering
(asking for) airspace capacities and packing them into trajectory products to be offered to AOs.
The NM also has the responsibility for delivering required network performance, as defined by
the policy maker. Policy objectives could be stating acceptable ranges of network performance
indicators (including areas of cost-efficiency, capacity, environment, equity, etc.).

•

Aircraft Operators. Unlike most of previous efforts in the field, COCTA assumes heterogeneous
demand, that is, it explicitly takes into account that different AOs, at least on a market segment
level, may have different objectives and capabilities as far as route choice rationales and flight
planning practices are concerned.

•

Air Navigation Service Providers are generally assumed to remain independent in capacity
provision, interacting with the NM. The NM asks ANSPs to provide required capacity levels in
agreed timeframe and we consider different options for capacity adjustments, i.e. adapting
capacity to demand, are taken into account. Whereas in the short term ANSPs have only limited
possibilities to influence the costs of capacity provision, incentives for efficient capacity
investments are of importance in the long run.

•

Airports. Within the general COCTA context, airports are involved as passive capacity providers.
As such they will not be explicitly included into the modelling.

The COCTA mechanism represents capacity and demand management actions to optimise network
performance. Within the COCTA framework, the mechanism is primarily designed for strategic (6
months in advance) and pre-tactical stages (7 days in advance), while the tactical stage is considered
to a certain extent only. In addition, we also discuss long-term capacity planning (5 years) and ordering
to improve the network performance. In this section we provide a brief overview for readers'
convenience, while a detailed mechanism description is presented in (COCTA consortium, 2017b).
The NM carries out capacity management at the network level. Due to relatively long lead times related
to the capacity planning and provision process (COCTA consortium, 2017b), the COCTA network
capacity planning and management process spans over a 5-year horizon. Similar to the current
practice, we assume that the NM and ANSPs agree on capacity which needs to be delivered on an
annual level over the long term (5 years), with the difference that this agreement is based on a
contract. This capacity budget is based on long term traffic forecasts and serves as a foundation for
ANSP’s decisions affecting capacity (e.g. staff training and technical equipment).
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When airline schedules are published, around six months in advance of a schedule season, the NM has
more precise information on O&D pairs and respective times of operations.3 Based on the knowledge
of scheduled traffic and accounting for a portion of non-scheduled demand, which is associated with
a higher level of uncertainty in terms of O&D pairs, times of operations and overall traffic levels, the
NM defines capacity orders within the capacity budget sketched above. Therefore, about six months
in advance, the NM refines its capacity order from ANSPs, aligned with the long-term order. The NM
asks for capacity from ANSPs, which is measured using sector-hours. The capacity management
process continues after this decision, with options to slightly adjust the capacity order, in line with
demand information received subsequently, depending on the assumed flexibility of capacity provision
(for more details, refer to COCTA consortium (2017c)). In this deliverable we focus on the strategic
decision on capacity orders which the NM is taking six months in advance and fine-tuning at pre-tactical
level.
In the redesigned ATM value-chain, we propose a novel approach to demand management. The NM
manages demand by defining and offering different trajectory products, at differentiated prices, to
AOs. These products are Purchased Specific Trajectory (PST) and Flexibly Assigned Trajectory (FAT).
The NM aims to improve network efficiency by optimising the utilisation of the airspace capacity which
has been ordered from the ANSPs. Therefore, trajectory products are tailored to improve network
performance. For instance, by choosing FAT, an airline gets a lower charge compared to PST, but
concedes the power to the NM to delay or re-route its flight within pre-agreed margins. These margins
are lower for the PST product which goes with a relatively higher charge compared to FAT. The demand
management starts once the initial capacity order is made, i.e. six months before the day of operation.
At that moment, the NM should have a good estimate of the cost of capacity to be recovered with
airspace charges, as well as a room for discounting FAT product to manage demand. Depending on the
assumed environment, trajectory products’ prices may be mostly pre-determined or dynamically
adjusted in time.

3

Scheduled flights represent more than 80% of total flights for several years now (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017).
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3 Mathematical Model

In this section, we define a mathematical model for the initial capacity ordering at strategic level and
demonstrate the NM’s decision-making using a large-scale example based on real data. We analyse
principal trade-offs between capacity and demand management actions to improve overall costefficiency:
•

Asking for (more) capacity, and thereby increasing the cost of capacity provision, to reduce
costs of delaying or re-routing flights (uniformly termed displacement costs throughout the
document) vs

•

Delaying or re-routing flights in order not to increase the costs of capacity provision.

We assume that the NM’s primary aim is to ask for capacities across the network to maximize costefficiency, i.e. to minimize the sum of capacity provision and displacement costs. In addition, we also
examine trade-offs between different performance indicators such as capacity, environment and
equity.
This section is structured as follows:
•

In subsection 3.1, we outline assumptions regarding demand and capacity side of inequality,
necessary to define the COCTA model;

•

In subsection 3.2, we present the COCTA model, i.e. its mathematical formulation, and how it
is used in the strategic phase;

•

In subsection 3.3, we explain how the COCTA model is used in the pre-tactical phase, as well
as how the model is implemented (heuristic).

3.1 Assumptions
3.1.1 Network, flights and trajectory choices
We consider a set of flights 𝐹 flying over a network. Each flight 𝑓 connects an origin (𝑜) to a destination
(𝑑) airport (OD pair). Trajectories (3D) for each OD pair are chosen from a set 𝑅𝑜𝑑 that contains several
alternatives. The displacement cost is the additional cost if the route assigned is not an AO’s first
choice, i.e. if it is displaced in space and/or time. As outlined above, we assume that AOs prefer flying
the shortest routes which are also the cheapest in the COCTA context (assuming zero wind condition).
This assumption appears valid for short and medium-haul flights, e.g. intra-European flights, for which
wind is less influential on trajectory choice. For long(er)-haul routes, like trans-Atlantic flights, shortest
route might not be the cheapest option, therefore they have to be offered a more flexible route and
left with an option to decide on their final route shortly before take-off. This trajectory product, for
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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which the flexibility to decide resides with AOs is not addressed/modelled in this deliverable, but will
be explored in the deliverable D5.4. In this deliverable (D5.3) longer flights are treated equally as other
𝑓
shorter-haul flights. The displacement cost of trajectory 𝑟 for a flight 𝑓 is 𝑑𝑟 . Finally, we use 𝐵 to
denote the route-sector-time incidence matrix (𝑏𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 1 if route 𝑟 uses sector 𝑠 at time 𝑡, 0 otherwise).
Furthermore, we assume that AOs decide between PST and FAT trajectory products following a binary
logit choice model. These binary logit functions are commonly used to represent such choices, for
instance in the context of customized B2B pricing. They have an advantage over linear functions in that
the probability of choosing FAT increases most quickly around a certain infliction point (where the
curvature of a given line changes, indicating 50% choice probability). In other words, small changes of
the FAT price around this infliction point will result in big changes of the choice probability, whereas
prices changes further away will hardly have any impact on the choice probability. This in contrast to
linear curves where the change in probability is the same at any price point.
The AO chooses between PST (priced at 𝑝𝑃𝑆𝑇 ) and FAT (priced at 𝑝𝐹𝐴𝑇 ), and this choice depends on
the ratio of these two prices. We assume that all AOs can be clustered into certain market segments
in a way such that each member of a given segment has the same probability distribution of buying
FAT versus PST. To illustrate, we depicted such curves in Figure 3. Each segment is associated with a
specific threshold value 𝑡, which represents the infliction point of the price ratio where the probability
of buying FAT just equals 50%. For example, t=0.9 represents a segment where members are choosing
FAT with 50% probability when the FAT price is 90% of the PST price.

Figure 3. Illustrative product choice model

The parameters of the binary logit function can be estimated and calibrated from observed choices
using likelihood maximization or expectation-maximization techniques. Since such trajectory products
do not exist in practice and there is no appropriate data to be analysed, we need to make an educated
guess to define the parameters. To keep arbitrary parameter choices to a minimum, we keep the shape
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parameter (40 in the depicted curves in Figure 3) constant and only change the threshold value 𝑡 for
different segments, keeping its interpretation in mind as discussed above.

3.1.2 Sector configurations
We consider several airspaces 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, with each airspace 𝑎 composed by a set of elementary sectors
𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 𝑎 . An airspace 𝑎 has a known number of sector configurations at which it can operate. Let 𝐶 𝑎 be
the set of these sector configurations, indexed by 𝑐. A sector configuration 𝑐 is identified by a partition
𝑃𝑐 . Elements of a partition are indexed by 𝑝, to represent how the airspace is split among air traffic
controllers. In other words, an element 𝑝 is a portion of the airspace, identified by a subset of
elementary sectors 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 𝑝 ⊆ 𝑆 𝑎 .
Every element p in a partition has a capacity 𝑘𝑝 denoting the maximum number of flights allowed to
enter a sector, be it elementary or collapsed, per time period (commonly referred to as “entry counts”).
A sector configuration has a defined number of sector-hours ℎ̅𝑎𝑐 which it consumes in every time
period.

3.2 Strategic capacity ordering: model formulation
Under the assumptions summarized in the previous section, we can now formulate the optimization
COCTA model. The notation used is summarized in the following table:
Sets:
𝑂

Set of origin-destination pairs

𝐹,

The set of all flights

𝑅𝑓

The set of routes available to 𝑓

𝑈

Time horizon

𝐴

Set of airspaces

𝐶𝑎, 𝑆𝑎
𝑃

Set of configurations and elementary sectors for airspace 𝑎
𝑐

𝑆𝑝

Partition of elementary sectors corresponding to a configuration
Subset of elementary sectors forming a collapsed sector within a configuration

Indices:
𝑓

Flights

𝑜𝑑

Origin and destination airports

𝑢

Coarse-scale time index

𝑟

Route

𝑎

Airspace

𝑐, 𝑐′

Airspace’s configuration

𝑝

Airspace sector (collapsed or elementary)

𝑠

Elementary sector
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Parameters:
𝜌𝑎

Variable cost of providing one sector-time unit for airspace 𝑎

𝑘𝑝

Maximum capacity of airspace portion 𝑝

𝑞𝑎
ℎ̅𝑎𝑐

Fixed cost of airspace 𝑎

𝑓
𝑑𝑟

Displacement cost of route 𝑟 for flight 𝑓

Number of sector-time units consumed by airspace 𝑎 working in configuration 𝑐

𝑏𝑓𝑟𝑝𝑢

Is equal to 1 if route 𝑟 uses collapsed sector 𝑝 at time 𝑢, 0 otherwise

Variables:
𝑧𝑎𝑐𝑢
𝑓

𝑦𝑟

1,
={
0,

if airspace 𝑎 configuration is 𝑐 at time 𝑢
otherwise

1,
={
0,

if flight 𝑓 is assigned to route 𝑟
otherwise

The problem is formulated below as a linear program:
𝑓 𝑓
min
∑(𝑞𝑎 + 𝜌𝑎 ∑ ∑ ℎ̅𝑎𝑐 𝑧𝑎𝑐𝑢 ) + ∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑟 𝑦𝑟
𝒛,𝒚
𝒚

𝑢∈𝑈 𝑐∈𝐶 𝑎

𝑎∈𝐴

(1)

𝑓∈𝐹 𝑟∈𝑅𝑜𝑑𝑓

𝑓

s. t. ∑ 𝑦𝑟 = 1

∀𝑓 ∈ 𝐹

𝑟∈𝑅𝑜𝑑𝑓

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴,

∑ 𝑧𝑎𝑐𝑢 = 1

𝑢∈𝑈

𝑐∈𝐶 𝑎

(2)

(3)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴,
𝑓

∑ ∑ 𝑏𝑓𝑟𝑝𝑢 𝑦𝑟 ≤ 𝐾𝑝 𝑧𝑎𝑐𝑢 + |𝐹| ∑ 𝑧𝑎𝑐 ′ 𝑢
𝑓∈𝐹 𝑟∈𝑅𝑓

𝑐 ′≠𝑐

𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑎,
𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑐 ,

(4)

𝑢∈𝑈

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴,
𝑧𝑎𝑐𝑢 ∈ {0, 1}

𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑎,

(5)

𝑢∈𝑈
𝑓

𝑦𝑟 ∈ {0, 1}

∀𝑓 ∈ 𝐹
𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑜𝑑𝑓

(6)

The objective (1) aims to minimize capacity and displacement cost. The constraint (2) ensures that
each flight must be assigned to one and only one route. The constraint (3) states that one operating
sector configuration must be defined at any time, for each airspace. The inequalities (4) set the capacity
limitations across the network. More specifically, if partition 𝑝 belongs to configuration 𝑐 in a given
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airspace 𝑎 and 𝑐 is chosen as configuration of this airspace at time 𝑢 (i.e., 𝑧𝑎𝑐𝑢 = 1), then no more
than 𝐾𝑝 aircraft can enter sectors identified by 𝑝, in period 𝑢. However, if 𝑐 is not chosen, then the
term |𝐹| ∑𝑐′≠𝑐 𝑧𝑎𝑐′𝑢 guarantees that the constraint is no longer binding. This so-called “Big M” approach
may lead to poor linear programming relaxations and more efficient formulation is possible, however,
the problem (using either formulation) still would be intractable even for commercial solvers at large
scale. Therefore, we stick to this representation as it easier to read. The left-hand side of the constraint
computes the total number of flights entering a sector in period u. Finally, (5) - (6) define the binary
nature of the decision variables.
Note that the model does not make explicit reference to FAT or PST trajectories. This is because we
assume that every AO already has chosen one of the two product versions for each of their flights,
based on the choice model. This choice then determines the set of route options 𝑅𝑓 that the NM can
choose from. The model assumes that we know the full set of flights and the AO’s trajectory product
choices with certainty. Given that there is some uncertainty in the number, origins/destinations and
departure times of non-scheduled flights, we account for this by generating multiple sets of potential
flights. For each such set (we call it a ‘flight scenario’), the model above will generate a sector opening
scheme and associated capacity necessary per each airspace.
To generate the flight scenarios, we need to have probability distributions regarding appearance of
non-scheduled traffic as well as of the likelihood that the AO for a given flight will select FAT or PST.
For the former, we first sample the number of unscheduled flights from an empiric distribution derived
from past observed numbers of non-scheduled traffic. To build specific flight scenarios, we first pool
historic non-scheduled traffic together, and then randomly select a sample number of non-scheduled
flights from this pool of historic flights. The resulting flights are added to the known scheduled ones so
as to arrive at a realistic flight scenario. This sampling process is repeated a number of times
(depending on available computational power) to generate the pool of flight scenarios to which we
can apply our model. For all flights in this pool, we assume that the corresponding AO chooses FAT.
This will give us maximum flexibility in planning capacity, and therefore it will provide us with a lower
bound of the required capacity for this set of flights. It will also provide us with a sense of where
flexibility in the network might actually needed, which can be used later when actual flight bookings
occur to decide whether to offer FAT in the first place (since offering it for flights that almost certainly
will not require to be moved in space nor time would constitute a poor use of the discount incentive).
To come up with a capacity required per airspace to inform the strategic capacity order decision, we
identify and test several policies as described in Section 5.
The resulting capacity ordering decision forms the main input into the model at the pre-tactical phase,
which we discuss next. Furthermore, since the NM now knows the cost that was incurred to procure
capacity, this cost can be used t in a way that they would recover this cost.

3.3 Pre-tactical decision making
3.3.1 Trajectory assignments
In the pre-tactical phase, the NM needs to make decisions on pricing of the flexible trajectory product
(FAT), how to assign flights to trajectories within the limits of their purchased product, as well as
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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potentially on how much capacity needs to be re-ordered at a certain point in time in the booking
horizon. We consider the PST product prices to be fixed and known.
For decisions regarding trajectory assignments to flights, we can again use the model (1-6) above, with
the addition of a constraint:
∑ ∑ ℎ̅𝑎𝑐 𝑧𝑎𝑐𝑢 ≤ ℎ𝑎

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴.

(7)

𝑢∈𝑈 𝑐∈𝐶

This constraint expresses that the total sum of sector hours used in the proposed sector opening
scheme of an airspace a must not exceed the total budget ℎ𝑎 of sector hours available to this air space.
With this addition, we can use the model as before for given scenarios of flights to determine flight
assignments. FAT and PST products are characterised by defining different sets 𝑅𝑓𝐹𝐴𝑇 and 𝑅𝑓𝑃𝑆𝑇 that is
associated with any given flight f: 𝑅𝑓𝐹𝐴𝑇 will contain a superset of trajectories in 𝑅𝑓𝑃𝑆𝑇 .
Depending on the assumed level of flexibility in capacity provision (Section 4.2), the NM defines or
evaluates already ordered sector-opening scheme applying the same logic as in the strategic phase.
The only difference now is that the NM has better knowledge on demand (some airlines may already
have revealed their PST/FAT choices for their flights, and some unscheduled flights may have
appeared). Similarly, the NM could arrive at a re-ordering decision exactly the same way as described
in the previous section.
Computational runtime is a crucial aspect of this modelling approach. For real operations, major
computational resources may be available to solve our model for hundreds of flight scenarios in
parallel. However, we only have very moderate means at our disposal in the shape of a standard PC.
Our model as presented so far is challenging to solve even with a commercial solver when large
instances are considered (more details in Section 5.1).
For this reason, we tested several heuristic approaches to solve the model. The main challenge is a
large number of possible combination of configurations, but also large number of potential different
routes for each flight. After intensive testing, a part of which is described in Section 5, we chose the
following heuristic approach (pseudo-code):
Initial step:
•

Open all elementary sectors, that is, start with maximum sectors open for every period 𝑢;

•

Assign flights to (optimal) trajectories to minimise displacement costs;

•

After assignment, collapse all elementary sectors where and when possible;

•

0
Thereby, obtain traffic counts 𝜃𝑠𝑢
for each open sector 𝑠 and time period 𝑢.

Capacity and route assignments:
•

For k=1, k<= num_iter, k=k+1
1. For each sector 𝑠 and time period 𝑢, increase or decrease (according to 𝑢 ) the initial
0
𝑘
0
sector traffic count 𝜃𝑠𝑢
by a known tolerance value tol. I.e., 𝜃𝑠𝑢
= 𝜃𝑠𝑢
∓ 𝑘 𝑡𝑜𝑙
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2. For each airspace and time period, find the best operating configuration by
inspecting configurations from the cheapest to the most expensive. The chosen
configuration will be the first found which is capable of satisfying traffic levels as
𝑘
required by 𝜃𝑠𝑢
. Set 𝑧 variables accordingly.
3. Find optimal flight-to-route assignments by solving the optimization model with
capacity decisions fixed (this reduced problem can be solved quickly to optimality).
4. Keep best solution. If total cost (displacement + capacity) of last solution is worse
than best solution, break. Otherwise, update best solution and proceed to the next
iteration.
In the initial step, we open all elementary sectors, that is, configurations with maximum sectors open,
for the whole day (48 period of 30 minutes) and assign flights to optimal trajectories. After that, we
collapse (close) all elementary sectors where and when possible, therefore reducing the number of
sectors open (and consequentially, cost of capacity provision).
The output of the initial step is a solution with the minimum displacement cost achievable (given the
airspaces structural capacity constraint). However, the capacity cost returned can be very high.
Therefore, a second step is implemented to reduce capacity cost while trading with displacement cost.
0
The basic idea is to try to redistribute a traffic flow 𝜃𝑠𝑢
, which now might require different capacity
configurations in the affected network. Traffic redistribution can be done on a geographical basis
(shifting a flow from one airspace to another), temporal basis (shifting a low in time, i.e. delaying
flights) or a combination of the two. The first approach (spatial redistribution) is challenging as it’s not
straightforwardly clear which flows should be redistributed, due to complex demand/capacity
interactions/relations on a network scale. Therefore, in our approach, only temporal changes are
implemented. The main idea is to alleviate highest traffic peaks, by delaying some of the flights to
enter a sector/airspace shortly after it. We attempt to redistribute traffic in the network more
uniformly around traffic peaks when a sector/a portion of airspace is anticipated to become congested
(as opposed to the initial step where delays and re-routing are performed only to guarantee feasibility).
The magnitude of the traffic modifications increases as the algorithm iterates. The procedure ends if
no improvement is made.
This heuristic does not explicitly incorporate the budget constraint (7). This can be done by simply
limiting the available configurations in step 2 according to the budget left. Given that in step 2,
resources are assigned sequentially over time, we need to be careful in balancing two aspects:
•

Busiest hours of the day should be prioritised.

•

Solutions should be feasible. i.e., there should always be at least enough budget to let an
airspace to operate at least in the cheapest configuration.

The first issue is addressed by identifying a priority order of time periods so that capacity decisions are
made first on peak hours and subsequently on less busy hours. The second issue is addressed by
continuously updating the set of feasible configurations to choose from. More specifically, assume
that, for a given airspace, we have yet to decide configurations for 𝑢̅ time periods. The set of feasible
configurations will be updated by excluding all configurations requiring a number of sector units
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greater than the budget left minus 𝑢̅. In other words, we are keeping a “safety” budget which allow us
to assign at least the cheapest configuration (using exactly one sector unit) to off peak time periods.
In summary, the heuristic provides us with a feasible solution of typically good quality (according to
our experiments) in a very short space of time. We discuss this further in the section with numerical
results.

3.3.2 Pricing FATs
In the models discussed so far, we did not feature pricing decisions. This is due to the fact that pricing
poses a major challenge, especially since the presence of choice behaviour makes finding an optimal
solution significantly more difficult.
We propose the following heuristic to price FAT (recall that PST prices are pre-determined in the
strategic phase, based on the estimated cost of capacity provision over a given period, e.g. a season or
a year). To motivate the heuristic, recall that our objective is to reduce overall system cost by
incentivising the “right” set of flights/traffic flows to select FAT so that the NM can move them more
flexibly. The decision of which flights/traffic flows are the ones that should be encouraged to select
FAT are established by solving the above assignment problem of flights to routes assuming that all
flights have booked FAT; based on the resulting solution, we then focus on the flights/flows that were
actually assigned to a route outside the PST margins. These flights/traffic flows within a certain region,
will be the best candidates to be offered a choice between PST and FAT.
The rationale behind this approach is that we aim to incentivise only certain flights to accept more
flexibility in return for a discounted charge, if is likely that they might be subject to apply demand
management measures. It would not help to offer FAT to flights that we would not move beyond PST
margins with high probability, since this would mean to subsidize certain flights at the expense of
others without gaining a significant expected cost saving from the added flexibility.
On the other hand, we are keen to incentivise AOs to buy FAT for those flights that are expected to be
displaced beyond PST margins. Therefore, we exploit our choice model and simply set the FAT price
for these flights to a level that results in a 90% probability of FAT getting chosen. Since the choice
probability function is defined at a segment level, we do not discriminate individual airlines in any way.
The total discounts given are aimed to correspond approximately to the average displacement cost
from the strategic phase (whereas the rest of the capacity cost is recovered via the PST charges). This
simple pricing approach increases the likelihood that the final state of actual flights and their chosen
trajectory products will be close to what we planned for (under the assumption that our choice models
for the various segments represent a good fit to their actual choice behaviour).
To account for uncertainties in non-scheduled traffic as well as airlines trajectory product choices, we
propose to re-calculate the "optimal" route assignments multiple times throughout the booking
horizon; this will inform the decision on which flights/flows (among those not having booked already)
will be offered FAT and at what price.
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4 Large-scale case study design

We demonstrate fundamental trade-offs in the NM’s decision-making process of initial capacity
ordering at strategic level using a large-scale case study (real world data). We assume that the NM asks
for capacity from ANSPs about six months in advance, with limited (and costly) options for later
capacity adaptations. These capacity orders are based on traffic forecasts, however, for only
approximately 80% of all flights (basically most scheduled flights), information on OD pairs as well as
flight times is available. Therefore, the NM has to balance the risk of ordering too much capacity (and
thus overspending) with the risk of ordering too little capacity (endangering stable service), using
different rules for decision making.
This section outlines the large-scale case study (data) used for model evaluation, as well as
methodology for model testing:
•

•

Subsection 4.1. describes
o

capacity data: airspace and its structure, configurations used, cost of capacity (4.1.1)
and

o

demand data: generated shortest trajectories, alternative re-routing options,
displacement cost (4.1.2).

Subsection 4.2 outlines methodology for model testing, comparison and evaluation:
o

Strategic level - testing the model with high level of traffic variability and lower traffic
variability for a representative day (4.2.1)

o

Pre-tactical level – testing the model with choice model included, for different traffic
materialisation on a chosen representative day (4.2.2)

o

Summary of model testing steps (4.2.3).

4.1 Large-scale case study scope and data used
We described the large-scale case study in the deliverable D6.3 – Communication and dissemination
report and data management update report. The case study uses real capacity and demand data,
downloaded from EUROCONTROL Demand Data Repository (DDR2) service. For the sake of easier
reading, we present the large-scale case study in this deliverable as well.

4.1.1 Capacity data
The large-scale case study focuses on airspaces in central and western Europe, covering 8 ANSPs and
15 ACCs and ACC sector groups. The COCTA concept is primarily developed for the en-route airspaces
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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and therefore, most of the selected ACCs provide ANS services primarily in the upper airspaces (13
ACCs/sector groups4), with two ACCs which cover both upper and lower airspaces. Lower airspaces are
in Hungary and Slovakia, which are arguably less complex in nature compared to, for instance, lower
airspaces in Switzerland or Germany, making them suitable for testing the COCTA concept. Countries,
ANSPs and ACCs and clusters included in the case study are listed in Table 2. Graphical illustration of
the case study airspaces and its position in Europe is given in Figure 4, while Figure 5 shows vertical
boundaries of the airspaces selected.
Table 2. Countries, ANSPs and ACCs/Clusters in the case study [Source: Eurocontrol NEST]

Country

Germany

Germany,
Belgium,
Netherlands

Switzerland

ANSP

ACC/Sector group ACC/Sector group
EDUUUTAC

Karlsruhe UAC - Central

EDUUUTAE

Karlsruhe UAC - East

EDUUUTAS

Karlsruhe UAC – South

EDUUUTAW

Karlsruhe UAC - West

EDYYBUTA

MUAC Brussels Sectors

EDYYDUTA

MUAC Deco Sectors

EDYYHUTA

MUAC Hannover Sectors

LSAGUTA

Genève ACC Upper FL 245-999

LSAZUTA

Zurich (Dübendorf) ACC Upper FL 245-999

LKAACTA

Praha CTA 095/125-305

LKAAUTA

Praha UTA FL 285-999

DFS

MUAC

Sky Guide

Czech
Republic

ANS

Slovakia

LPS

LZBBCTA

Bratislava ACC

Austria

Austro Control

LOVVCTA

Wien ACC

Hungary

HungaroControl

LHCCCTA

Budapest ACC

Poland

PANSA

EPWWCTA

Warszawa ACC

4

Sector groups are basically operational units of an ACC and reflect the division of ACC’s airspace. For instance,
ACC Karlsruhe Upper Area Control Centre is “divided” into four clusters: Central, East, South and West. Each of
these clusters has their own sectorisations and sector opening schemes.
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Figure 4. Airspaces in the case study (ACCs in different colours) [Source: Eurocontrol NEST]

Figure 5. Vertical profile of the case study airspace (en-route mostly, FL190+) [Source: Eurocontrol NEST]
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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We analysed airspace configuration usage during year 2016 to identify which configurations were used
by the ACCs and which ones were the most frequent5. For instance, Bratislava ACC used 15
configurations overall; the minimum number of sectors in a configuration was one and maximum of
five sectors were opened during the period (Figure 6). There were six different configurations with
three sectors opened during the year, however:
•

configuration CF3VH was opened more than 100,000 minutes,

•

configuration CF3VC was opened more than 7,000 minutes and

•

the remaining four three-sector configurations were opened just above 1,000 minutes (sum).

Therefore, we choose between configurations that were used in 2016 and select those that were most
frequently used (for different numbers of sectors). In total, we selected 173 different configurations
for 15 ACCs/clusters, Table 3.

Figure 6. Bratislava ACC configurations used in 2016 – cumulative in min [Source: Eurocontrol NEST/DDR

We obtain declared sectors’ capacities, both elementary and collapsed, from NEST. If a sector capacity
is missing, then we select associated Traffic Volume monitoring value as sector capacity (see NEST help
file for more explanation). Then, we link elementary sectors to collapsed sectors, and both elementary
and collapsed sectors to configurations, Figure 7.

5

For instance, Eurocontrol PRU and ACE 2015 Working group use somewhat different methodology to determine
maximum number of sectors in a configuration for an ANSP during a year (Eurocontrol PRU, 2017. ATM CostEffectiveness (ACE) 2015 Benchmarking Report with 2016-2020 outlook).
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Table 3. Airspace structure (sectors and configurations)

Area Control
Centre/Cluster

Number of
elementary
sectors*

Number of
different
collapsed
sectors

Min sectors
opened in a
configuration

Max sectors
opened in a
configuration

Number of
different
configurations

EDUUUTAC

11

14

1

9

13

EDUUUTAE

10

14

1

9

13

EDUUUTAS

12

29

1

8

13

EDUUUTAW

10

12

1

8

11

EDYYBUTA

8

13

1

6

10

EDYYDUTA

9

12

1

6

7

EDYYHUTA

12

19

1

7

12

EPWWCTA

18

77

1

10

26

LHCCCTA

10

24

1

7

7

LKAACTA

6

9

1

5

6

LKAAUTA

6

9

1

5

8

LOVVCTA

26

58

2

12

21

LSAGUTA

6

9

1

6

11

LSAZUTA

6

7

1

5

7

LZBBCTA

27

69

1

5

8

*Note that the number of elementary sectors is indicated as in Eurocontrol NEST tool (however, not all of these
elementary sectors can be opened, as shown in the column ‘Maximum sectors opened in a configuration’).

Figure 7. Elementary, collapsed and configuration tables
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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The ANSP cost data used in the model is based on cost and capacity information provided in the ACE
report. Since some ANSPs in our case study changed their sectorization over the last years (which also
has an influence on costs per sector hour), we only use the most recent data available (2015).
For each ANSP in the case study6, we calculated the average ATCO costs per sector hour based on the
average number of ACC ATCOs on duty per sector hour and the average employment costs per ATCO
hour. We treat these average ATCO costs per sector hour as variable costs in our model. Moreover, we
calculated the average total cost per day to determine cost recovering charges.
For the eight ANSPs in the case study the variable costs per sector hour range between 371 and 889
EUR. The total average costs per sector hours range between 1,762 and 3,947 EUR.
It should be noted that the published cost data is much less detailed than the capacity and traffic data.
Moreover, the COCTA concept is based on contractual agreements between the NM and ANSPs, which
might agree on different capacity price structures, e. g. non-linear pricing. Therefore, the cost data
used for the case study provides a realistic estimate of actual average costs, but within a real-world
COCTA process, the share of variable cost is likely to differ from our modelling assumptions.

4.1.2 Demand data
To obtain a set of flights, the busiest day on record in 2016 - 9th September, with a total of 34,594
flights in the European airspace, was chosen for the case study7. Out of all the traffic, 12,890 flights
crossed the chosen airspace (00:00:00 until 23:59:59), based on the last filed flight plan (FTFM
trajectory type in NEST).
In the COCTA concept, the network manager offers different trajectories, at differentiated prices
(charges), to aircraft operators, thus performing economic-based demand management. To build
different trajectory options for the case study flights, we start with the last filed flight plans for each
flight. In the COCTA context, the ANS charging scheme favors shortest routes, therefore, we first
generate shortest routes for the traffic sample8 (many flights have already filed shortest routes). By
generating shortest routes, some of the initially sampled flights no longer cross the selected airspaces
and are excluded from further analysis. Also, NEST was not able to generate shortest routes for a
handful of flights, e.g. for flights whose airport of destination/last fix is ZZZZ.
However, we don’t generate shortest routes for all flights, i.e. we exclude several groups of flights:
•

flights departing and arriving at the same airport,

•

flights with short route distances (<150NM),

•

flights departing outside of Europe (EUROCONTROL states).

6

In the case of Germany, we used operational data for ACC Karlsruhe only.
Eurocontrol website: http://www.eurocontrol.int/news/overview-2016-busiest-year-record.
8
We take into the account the network structure and limitations (e.g. RAD, CDR) when generating routes. This
makes use of the sector capacities realistic, since these are declared based on the current network structure
and traffic flows.
7
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For these flights, we use trajectories as filed in respective flight plans and do not generate any
alternative trajectory options.
For all the other flights, we generate alternative trajectory options using NEST. For the shortest route
(2D), we first generate two trajectories that are different only by flight level (±20FL), thus generating
two different vertical (3D) trajectory options. After that, we generate up to 10 different route options
per flight (in 2D) and set a limit of 50NM (or 15%) for route extension (see Figure 8). By different routes
in horizontal plane, we consider those crossing different elementary sectors. For the military flights,
additional horizontal trajectory options are not available.
In the end, the final traffic sample consists of 11,211 individual flights, plus 49,685 additional (spatial)
trajectory options. We also consider several levels of delays (e.g. 5, 10, 15 minutes) for flights as well,
thus further increasing number of different 4D flights. We consider delays only for shortest routes, i.e.
we apply up to one demand management measure per flight (that is, either delay or re-routing). The
rationale behind such decision is primarily the substantial penalty in computational time associated
with having a large number of options available for each flight, which would be the case if each spatial
trajectory option could be combined with different ground delays.

Figure 8. An example of a trajectory and its options (screenshot from EUROCONTROL NEST)

To estimate delay and re-routing costs per aircraft type we make use of findings presented in (Cook
and Tanner, 2015) and (EUROCONTROL, 2018). We assume that re-routing costs include fuel costs,
crew costs, passenger soft and passenger hard costs, as well as maintenance costs (Cook and Tanner,
2015). Delay costs are composed of strategic and tactical costs of delay (Cook and Tanner, 2015). For
delayed flights, we assume that each flight has 5 minutes of strategic buffer, which translates into 5

© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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minutes of strategic delay. This is sunk cost, which is linear in time (Cook and Tanner, 2015). If the
delay is higher than 5 minutes, then the tactical cost of delay is incurred (non-linear in time).
To estimate delay and re-routing costs, we group aircraft types into several categories based on their
similarity in terms of MTOW, number of engines, number of seats, etc. In total, we have 20 different
aircraft type categories with representative aircraft for each of them: A319, A320, A321, A330, A340,
A380, B733, B738, B757, B767, B747, B777, B787, AT43, AT72, DH8D, E190, C56X, BE20 and small
piston aircraft9. Most of the data relevant to calculation of displacement cost for these aircraft types
can be found in (Cook and Tanner, 2015) and (EUROCONTROL, 2018). If any data for some of the
aircraft types is missing, we approximate (interpolate) the costs based on another similar aircraft type,
depending on the specific component of the total costs.
We group flights into different market segments10: Full Service Carriers (FSC), Low Cost Carriers (LCC),
Business (BUS), Non-scheduled Charters and Cargo (CHA) and Military (MIL) largely based on
EUROCONTROL STATFOR rules described in (EUROCONTROL STATFOR, 2015), (EUROCONTROL
STATFOR, n.d.) and filed ICAO flight plan Field 8 – Flight rules and type of flights. If a flight cannot be
assigned into any of the market segments based on the rules, we assign it based on airline, O-D pair
and aircraft type. The share of each segment in the case study demand is shown in Figure 9. Scheduled
flights make around 85% of total demand in the case study traffic sample, while the remaining 15% are
non-scheduled. Both market segment shares and share of scheduled and non-scheduled flights are
well in line with the annual averages (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017).

Market segments' shares in the case study
FSC

51.33%

LCC

33.92%

CHA

8.11%

BUS

6.23%

MIL

0.41%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Figure 9. Market segments’ shares in the case study

9

We treat military flights (ICAO flight plan field 8, type of flight “M”) as a separate category, since it is very
difficult to associate displacement costs to those flights. Therefore, we “prioritize” military flights by assigning
disproportionately high displacement costs which “forces” the COCTA model to assign them to the filed
route/trajectory, without any delay or re-routing.
10
Although we assume the same displacement cost basis for all civil aviation market segments, we assume
different preferences towards trajectory product choices.
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4.2 COCTA model testing, comparison and evaluation
The COCTA mathematical model is developed to support the NM’s decision making in the capacity and
demand management process. We test the model in such a manner to reflect related timeframe and
demonstrate decision making in the strategic and pre-tactical phases of the COCTA mechanism.
Therefore, there are several levels and steps of COCTA model testing and evaluation involved.
We intend to eventually have the model tested for different COCTA scenarios, depending on the level
of flexibility of capacity provision. By flexible capacity provision, we refer to ANSPs capability to provide
ANS services in accordance with anticipated demand levels, as well as to adapt to demand changes in
time. In this deliverable, we test a flexible scenario in which ANSPs can flexibly open and close sectors
every 30 minutes, thus enabling dynamic sector-opening scheme (SOSc) for a day of operation11. This
SOSc has to be defined several weeks/months in advance, which is currently a common practice in
most ACCs (see D4.1 for more details)12. We also consider different fuel prices: 0,5 EUR/kg (low) and
1EUR/kg (high), which affect costs of re-routings and may consequently impact the “optimum” traffic
assignment. In addition, we define a baseline scenario which we use for comparison, as well as a
scenario generated using the EUROCONTROL NEST Tool.

4.2.1. Strategic level
The first level is strategic, where the NM makes a decision on the SOSc for each ANSP/ACC in two steps.
We solve the COCTA model with different flights materialisations to obtain SOSc for different demand
levels, as well as associated vector of network performance indicators.

4.2.1.1 COCTA model testing: wider range and high variability of flights
Based on typical seasonal traffic patterns and traffic changes, the NM should have a good estimate of
how many flights can be expected in the coming season. Figure 10 shows historical traffic in ESRA08
countries13 in 2016 – this is a typical shape of traffic time-series which repeats on a yearly basis. Dips
in traffic series are related to weekends (in particular on Saturdays), with few of them related to major
holidays as well (New Year, Christmas and Easter). Traffic peaks on Fridays and in between are other
weekdays (Mondays – Thursdays), with similar traffic levels and patterns.
At this stage, the NM first examines necessary capacity (SOSc) across the network for a range of
different traffic levels anticipated in the coming season (see Figure 10). This will give the NM a good
estimate of how much capacity is needed for traffic levels which will most likely materialize in the

11

This is just one aspect of flexibility that we explore in this deliverable and we envisage more “flexible” options,
for instance, cross-border ANS provision, to be addressed in deliverable D5.4 (once we update the COCTA
mechanism, defined in D4.2). More discussion in Section 6.
12
In Appendix A, we provide the COCTA model testing results with a higher level of flexibility where the NM
defines capacity budget at strategic level and define SOSc for ANSPs at pre-tactical level (shorter notice).
13
The EUROCONTROL Statistical Reference Area (ESRA), is designed to include as much as possible of the ECAC
area for which data are available from a range of sources within the Agency (CRCO, CFMU and STATFOR).
https://www.eurocontrol.int/faq/what-esra-eurocontrol-statistical-reference-area
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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season. We assess network performance assuming a very high level of traffic variability and do not
make a clear distinction between scheduled and non-scheduled flights, meaning that all flights are
equally likely to materialize in the network (the NM has information on scheduled flights and a forecast
of the number of non-scheduled flights). Provided a very large number of iterations are carried out,
with many different traffic materialisations in the network, the NM should be in position to estimate
how much capacity is needed for different traffic levels (with high variability of traffic). Therefore, this
analysis could serve as a baseline for capacity ordering from each ACC for a season or even longer
period, but also to evaluate if ACCs can provide enough capacity in the coming period.
For the sake of comparison at this level of analysis, we define a Baseline scenario which should mimic,
to the extent possible, the current practice of capacity planning. To facilitate fair comparison, for the
Baseline we use the same COCTA model, but with different assumptions, which are in line with the
current practice. Namely, for the Baseline scenario, we assume that the NM also tries to find the most
cost-efficient solution. We thus use the same COCTA model, with the difference that the NM considers
delays as a sole demand management measure, without considering re-routings at this stage
(EUROCONTROL, 2013a). This makes the Baseline scenario similar to the current practice, where delays
only are considered in the planning phase (see COCTA consortium (2017d) and EUROCONTROL (2013a)
for more details).
We use the same demand input for the Baseline and COCTA scenarios to ensure fair comparison. For
the strategic model, which we refer to as “Model 1”, this means running several hundred iterations
with highly variable demand and comparing associated network performance indicators. This
comparison would reflect a long(er)-term capacity ordering implication on overall network
performance. However, since several hundred iterations do not provide enough variability in results
to make sound capacity ordering decisions, we demonstrate a more precise capacity ordering decision
based on model testing for a representative day in the network.

Daily Traffic in ESRA08 countries (2016)
36,000

High

34,000

Summer season

Number of flights

32,000
30,000
28,000
26,000
24,000

Winter season

Average

Winter season

Low

22,000
20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000

Date
Figure 10. Daily traffic in ESRA08 countries (2016)
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4.2.1.2 COCTA model testing for a representative day: scenario identification
Therefore, to demonstrate a more precise capacity order, that is, sector-opening scheme, we choose
one of representative days in the season. For instance, Figure 11 shows traffic levels and market
segments for Fridays in the season (same data as in Figure 10). In practice, the NM can test several
representative traffic Fridays, associated with distinct traffic levels; due to a very demanding
computation (times) we demonstrate the NM’s decision making using one of them. Namely, the NM
choose a narrower range of flights (lower traffic variability), expected to materialise on that day. The
NM now expects all scheduled flights to materialize for that day, but also a certain (narrow) range of
non-scheduled demand.

Traffic on Fridays in ESRA08 summer season 2016
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Figure 11. Air traffic on Fridays in ESRA08 summer season 2016

We test the COCTA model with different non-scheduled traffic in the network and obtain solution for
each iteration: optimal traffic assignment, sector-opening scheme and associated network
performance. Based on many iterations and network performance achieved in individual iterations,
we define different scenarios by grouping (clustering) similar results. We refer to this step as Scenario
Identification (SI) step, which as an output has different capacity ordering (SOSc) policies, associated
with distinct network performance levels.

4.2.1.3 COCTA model testing for a representative day: scenario testing
Then the NM evaluates capacity ordering decisions, that is, different SOSc ordered and associated
network performance under different traffic scenarios (what if). This is the Scenario Testing (ST) step
in which the NM tests the performance (including robustness) of each of the identified scenarios in the
previous step. In this step, a number of non-scheduled flights is sampled and the COCTA model is
solved, now with specific SOSc defined for each ACC. Finally, the NM can compare results (network
performance) for the pre-defined set of SOSc and decide on the final capacity budget for each
ANSP/ACC. This step concludes the model testing at the strategic level. Output (SOSc) of one of the
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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defined scenarios yielding the desired/acceptable level of the network performance will be selected
to constitute an input for the pre-tactical model testing.

4.2.2 Pre-tactical level
Timeframe-wise, the next level for model testing starts after the strategic level, spans across the
trajectory booking horizon and ends with pre-tactical trajectory assignment. At this level, the NM has
to define trajectory product margins and prices and offer them to AOs to ensure recovery of capacity
costs. Like in the current practice, in the COCTA concept the cost recovery should be ensured on an
annual (or semi-annual) level. Since it is very challenging to demonstrate the cost recovery within that
timeframe, we demonstrate it on daily basis (which ensures recovery over a longer time horizon as
well). At pre-tactical level, we compare three different pre-tactical scenarios: COCTA, Baseline and
NEST (only for the maximum number of flights anticipated in the network).

4.2.2.1 COCTA scenario
Regarding the network performance, the NM has already decided on SOSc per ANSP/ACC, based on
simulation and assessment of the network performance, using different traffic samples, as sketched
above. While the NM assigns flights to “optimal” trajectories in simulation from its perspective, in the
booking horizon AOs choose and decide among different available trajectory products. Therefore, with
the SOSc fixed, the only instrument left at the NM’s disposal to improve network performance at this
stage is trajectory product differentiation and trajectory charging. The mathematical model used in
this stage is hereinafter labelled “Model 2”.
To effectively improve and/or maintain the network performance, the NM needs to infer, at least,
expected behaviour of different AOs when choosing trajectory products. As a reminder, the NM uses
FAT products to be able spread the demand in space and time in network, but at a lower charge in
return. Also, based on simulations in the strategic phase, the NM has some expectations in which
portions of the network FAT products might be needed so that the demand gets accommodated by
available capacities.
The idea is to test how the NM can manage the demand, once the decision on SOSc had been made
and what would network performance be under different traffic levels expected for that day of
operations. This may call for computation of one further indicator, and that would be some indicative
cost of capacity provision per flight (or per traffic unit). Since we asked for a SOSc and the volume of
materialized traffic can vary, the unit cost of capacity provision could go up if less traffic than expected
materializes. In other words, not all indicators are improved when we have lower traffic levels in the
pre-tactical phase than anticipated.

4.2.2.2 The Baseline scenario
For the Baseline scenario at the pre-tactical level, we assume that some flights might take longer
routings, but just up to a certain margin (as elaborated in the results section). Like in the strategic case,
we use the same traffic samples across different pre-tactical scenarios. If there is no sufficient capacity,
the NM assigns delay to flights, trying to minimise minutes of (ATFM) delay, instead of delay costs (to
mimic the current system).
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4.2.2.3 The NEST scenario
We also generate a scenario with the maximum number of flights using the EUROCONTROL NEST tool.
Flights are assigned to shortest routes, and based on this spatio-temporal traffic distribution, NEST
defines SOSc using Improved Configuration Optimiser (ICO) algorithm (EUROCONTROL Experimental
Centre, 2005). ICO can generate an opening scheme which minimizes overloads and the number of
controller positions whilst maintaining sustainable workload in the activated sectors according to the
declared sector/TV capacities, all for a given level of traffic and controller availability (EUROCONTROL,
2016).
ICO applies the following constraints to eliminate solutions from the outset (EUROCONTROL, 2016):
•
•
•

the maximum number of controllers available at each moment;
the minimum sector and configuration opening duration;
the maximum configuration step size.

We set these parameters in NEST to be the same and/or comparable to the ones used in COCTA.
ICO applies the following optimisation objectives in the following order of priority in order to choose
between competing solutions (EUROCONTROL, 2016):
•
•
•

first minimise overload,
then minimise the number of control positions used,
finally minimise the number of configuration changes.

We set parameters such that NEST can change configurations, that is, open and close sectors every 30
minutes, like in the COCTA case. Note that this parameter can be adjusted for both COCTA and NEST,
if necessary. NEST can use any of the configuration available in AIRAC cycle 1609, thus having
significantly more different configuration options than COCTA, which uses only the most frequently
used. The only limitations imposed are that declared sector capacities cannot be exceeded (which is
possible in with ICO) and that NEST can open as much sectors as COCTA can. Also, the COCTA model
relies on cost data, while NEST uses “natural” indicators for optimisation.
After NEST creates SOSc, it calculates delays using ISA-CASA algorithm (EUROCONTROL, 2016), which
should mimic the current practice. The NM tactical regulation mechanism is modelled within NEST
using an essentially static environment involving only the necessary system constraints
(EUROCONTROL, 2016). The aim is not to model how the dynamic CASA algorithm reacts in real-time
to changing system constraints, but rather to consistently and reproducibly calculate the delay
throughout the ECAC area network for a given series of capacity constraints (EUROCONTROL, 2016).
This static delay calculation algorithm is called ISA-CASA.

4.2.3 Model testing steps: a summary
The model testing and evaluation steps elaborated in previous sections are summarised in Table 4 and
Table 5.
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Table 4. Model testing: strategic

Definition stage
Scenario Testing

Scenario
dentification

Strategic capacity ordering at D-180 (Model 1)
40

Baseline

COCTA flexible

As defined in Table 3

As defined in Table 6

A wide range of traffic levels in the
network, assuming high variability (from
low to high, see Figure 10). To illustrate
COCTA capacity ordering in a long(er)term.

A wide range of traffic levels in the
network, assuming high variability (from
low to high, see Figure 10). To illustrate
COCTA capacity ordering in a long(er)term.

A narrower range of flights for a
representative day in the network,
assuming lower variability, originating
from non-scheduled demand (see
Figure 11). We use a representative day
to demonstrate a more precise capacity
ordering in the network.

A narrower range of flights for a
representative day in the network,
assuming lower variability, originating
from non-scheduled demand (see
Figure 11). We use a representative day
to demonstrate a more precise capacity
ordering in the network.

Capacity
management

Centrally coordinated, minimising the
sum of capacity and displacement cost

Centrally coordinated, minimising the
sum of capacity and displacement cost

Capacity flexibility

Flexible opening and collapsing of
sectors, i.e. flexible SOSc

Flexible opening and collapsing of
sectors, i.e. flexible SOSc

Demand
management

Ground delays only

Ground delays and re-routings

Route assignment
rule, absent costefficiency
considerations

Shortest

Network optimum

Objective

Minimise cost (capacity + displacement)

Minimise cost (capacity + displacement)

Capacity and
demand mgmt.
output (actions)

Traffic assignment + SOSc

Traffic assignment + SOSc

Decision drivers
(KPIs)

Capacity cost, delay,
fairness, robustness

Capacity budget

Different scenarios (groups)

Demand input

Capacity input

Assumptions regarding different COCTA environments (including Baseline) and
results/outputs

Seasonal
demand
(high traffic
variability)

Model
+ inputs/parameters
and results/outputs

Representative day
demand (lower
traffic variability)

Model
level
steps

Scenario
testing Capacity cost, delay,
under
different fairness, robustness
demand levels

environment, Capacity cost, delay,
fairness, robustness

Different scenarios (groups)

environment, Capacity cost, delay,
fairness, robustness

Capacity
budget Sector-opening scheme (SOSc)
decision – input for
the next level

The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. Under no
circumstances shall the SESAR Joint Undertaking be responsible for any
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environment,

environment,

Sector-opening scheme (SOSc)
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Table 5. Model testing: pre-tactical

Strategic/pre-tactical demand management (Model 2)

Model
level +
steps

Model
inputs/parameters
and results/outputs

Assumptions regarding different COCTA environments (including Baseline) and
results/outputs
Baseline

COCTA flexible

NEST Scenario

Demand input

For a representative day
three different levels of
traffic materialisation,
including one iteration
with highest traffic.

For a representative day
three different levels of
traffic materialisation,
including one iteration
with highest traffic.

Highest traffic for a
representative day.

Capacity flexibility

No changes to SOSc

No changes to SOSc

SOSc determined only at
pre-tactical level

Route
choice/assignment
rationale

Most choose cost
minimising route (within a
narrow margin around
shortest)

Outcome of choice model

Shortest route only

Objective

Minimise delay minutes
under SOSc (revenue
neutrality assumed)

Minimise cost under
revenue neutrality

Improved Configuration
Optimiser for SOSc and
ISA-CASA for delay
minimisation

Demand
management

Ground delays only (rerouting only if flights have
to be delayed more than
90 minutes)

PST/FAT available, but
rigid pricing (nondecreasing over time)

Ground delays only

Outcome

Traffic
distribution
+ Traffic
distribution
+ Traffic distribution +
Sector-opening
scheme Sector-opening
scheme Sector-opening scheme
+KPIs
+KPIs
+KPIs
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5 Results

In this section, we present results from model testing:
•

In subsection 5.1 we describe the COCTA model pre-testing and calibration;

•

In subsection 5.2 we present the results (and analysis) from strategic phase for:

•

o wide range and high variability of flights (5.2.1);
o a representative day: scenario identification (5.2.2);
o a representative day: scenario testing (5.2.3)
In subsection 5.3 we present results (and analysis) from pre-tactical phase.

Graphical representation of modelling steps (input, model and output) is shown in Figure 12 (refer to
Table 4 and Table 5 for more details).

Figure 12. Graphical representation of model testing steps
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5.1 Model pre-testing, calibration and computational times
We first tested the optimisation model using almost 1,700 flights, with more than 10,000 different
trajectory options, flying over Austria and Hungary over a period of six hours. Primarily, we wanted to
see if the implementation of the COCTA mathematical model (in IBM CPLEX) can find an optimal
solution in a reasonable computational time. Indeed, a standard PC was able to find an optimal solution
within minutes.
However, with the large-scale problem described in Section 4.1 even after 10 hours of processing time,
the solver was not able to find an optimal solution. Even after extensive fine-tuning, we were not able
to achieve reasonable computing time to find an optimal solution. Therefore, we had to develop a fast
heuristic approach, which does not necessarily yield an optimal solution, but is relatively close to one.
The first heuristic approach which we extensively tested is described in Appendix A and was a part of
the previous version of the deliverable D5.3. Appendix A contains COCTA research results presented
at “Research Workshop on Volatility in Air Traffic and its impact on ATM Performance”. This heuristic
provided stable solutions in relatively short time. For instance, the algorithm presented in Appendix A
solves the model in approximately 300 seconds, depending on the model settings. On top of that,
approximately the same time is also needed to load the large input file (airspace, trajectories, etc.).
The second heuristic is described in Section 3.4 and differs from the first heuristic in finding an initial
solution. After comparison, this approach gives better results with “low” and “medium” demand by a
5% margin (cost-efficiency) and only 1% for “high” demand. However, computational times are around
20% higher compared to the first approach.
The main computational challenge with the COCTA model is to find optimal sector-opening scheme
when there is a large number of different configurations available per ACC/sector group; the more
configurations, the longer time needed for evaluation. Therefore, we carried an experiment aiming to
reduce a number of potential configurations to be used in the large-scale case study. Namely, we
wanted to see how often each ACC opens maximum configurations (maximum sectors open). We run
on 1,000 iterations, with number of flights ranging from 8,300 to 11,211, and count how many times
maximum configuration was used. For instance, in Karlsruhe West sectors (EDUUUTAW) we observe
721 instances with 7 sectors open and 279 instances with 8 (maximum) sectors open (Table 6). This is
an indication that the EDUUUTAW, and neighbouring sector groups, might handle the traffic with
maximum configuration with 7 sectors.
We proceed by evaluating cost-efficiency of solutions by limiting the maximum number of sectors open
per ACC. For instance, we start by limiting EDUUUTAS to 7 sectors and testing if we improved costefficiency by doing so. Based on tens of iterations with different number of flights (same range as
before), we observe that average total cost decreases from 878,071 EUR to 877,039 EUR; this decrease
comes from the savings on the capacity side, with just a slight increase in displacement cost. Next, we
limit LOVVCTA to 11 sectors, then to 10, LKAAUTA to 4 and so on and evaluate cost-efficiency. We
continue limiting configurations, as long as cost-efficiency improves, without substantially negatively
affecting other KPIs. After extensive testing, when there was no longer any room to limit the maximum
sectors open, we obtain the final set of configurations (Table 7).
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Table 6. Maximum configurations used across ACCs/sector groups

Max Sectors/ 2
ACC/ sector
group

8

9

EDUUUTAC

4

996

1000

EDUUUTAE

18

982

1000

EDUUUTAS

3

4

5

5

6

7

263

EDUUUTAW

721

10

12

Total

732

1000

279

1000

EDYYBUTA

1000

1000

EDYYDUTA

1000

1000

EDYYHUTA

1000

EPWWCTA

11

LHCCCTA

34

955

1000

1000

LKAACTA
LKAAUTA

1000

2

1000

3

602

395

1000

91

904

3

1000

LOVVCTA

1000

LSAGUTA

464

LSAZUTA
LZBBCTA

278

413

123

1000
1000

1000

1000

722

1000

We adapt the COCTA model to create a Baseline scenario for comparison purposes. Since the demand
in the case study is very challenging in some parts of the network, we spent a considerable amount of
time trying to set input parameters (e.g. level of delays). Also, for the Baseline case, we often had to
use configurations as presented in Table 3, since the delays become very high when we start limiting
the maximum number of sectors open.
Table 7. Final configurations for modelling

Area Control
Centre/Sector
group

Number of
elementary
sectors

Number of
different
collapsed sectors

Min sectors
opened in a
configuration

Max sectors
opened in a
configuration

Number of
different
configurations

EDUUUTAC

11

14

1

9

13

EDUUUTAE

10

14

1

9

13

EDUUUTAS

12

29

1

4

9

EDUUUTAW

10

12

1

7

10

EDYYBUTA

8

13

1

6

10

EDYYDUTA

9

12

1

6

7

EDYYHUTA

12

19

1

7

12

EPWWCTA

18

77

1

10

26

LHCCCTA

10

24

1

6

6
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Area Control
Centre/Sector
group

Number of
elementary
sectors

Number of
different
collapsed sectors

Min sectors
opened in a
configuration

Max sectors
opened in a
configuration

Number of
different
configurations

LKAACTA

6

9

1

5

6

LKAAUTA

6

9

1

5

8

LOVVCTA

26

58

2

10

19

LSAGUTA

6

9

1

6

11

LSAZUTA

6

7

1

5

7

LZBBCTA

27

69

1

5

8

It should also be noted that there are significant differences between traffic flows across ACCs/sector
groups, based on historical data (last filed FPL) and NEST generated flows based on shortest (plannable)
routes, Figure 13. Some ACCs already high in demand, like LSAZUTA (Zurich-Dübendorf) see almost
20% increase due to shifted traffic, while in LZBBCTA (Bratislava ACC) traffic drops by more than 50%.
Percentage difference in ACC traffic when flights follow
shortest-route or last filed flight plan

30.00%
10.00%

17.54%

15.51%
11.01%

20.00%
5.96%

8.81%

3.20%

0.00%
-10.00%
-20.00%
-30.00%
-40.00%

-5.63%

-4.33%

-2.55%

-7.47%
-14.16%
-21.31%

-21.22%

-30.77%

-50.00%
-54.81%

-60.00%

Figure 13. Traffic change per ACC between COCTA (shortest routes) and NEST (last filed FPL)

5.2 Results: capacity ordering at strategic level
5.2.1 COCTA model testing: wider range and high variability of flights
We start with the individual results of 200 iterations, which correspond to 200 different traffic
materialisations, uniformly distributed between “low” (8,300) and “high” (11,211) demand. Table 8
shows the set of performance indicators calculated for each iteration.
Summary of results for 200 iterations for Baseline and COCTA scenarios are presented in Table 9. These
results will serve for scenario identification and are also suitable for comparison between different
capacity and demand management mechanisms.
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Number of flights in scenarios does not differ, since we are using the same demand across all scenarios.
For instance, demand sample for the iteration no. 140 is the same for the Baseline and the COCTA
scenario, which ensures fair comparison between them.
Table 8. Performance indicators used in COCTA

Performance Area
DEMAND

Performance Indicator
Number of flights
Total cost: capacity + displacement (EUR)

COST-EFFICIENCY

Capacity provision cost (EUR)
Capacity budget (sector-hours)
Total delay (minutes)
Average delay per delayed flight (minutes)
Number of flights delayed 5 minutes

CAPACITY
(+EQUITY)

Number of flights delayed 15 minutes
Number of flights delayed 30 minutes
Number of flights delayed 45 minutes
*Number of flights delayed 60 minutes
*Number of flights delayed 90 minutes

ENVIRONMENT

Extra CO2 emitted (kg) vs. shortest route

*These indicators (Number of flight delayed 60 and 90 minutes) are necessary only for the Baseline
scenario. Namely, by assigning all flights to shortest routes a number of bottlenecks emerge in the
observed network, requiring very high delays to match demand to available (structural) capacity. After
extensive testing and parameters calibration, we decided to include both 60 and 90 minutes of delay,
so that the Baseline scenario can be solved at all.
We evaluate two COCTA scenarios: “low fuel” price (0.5 EUR/kg) and “high fuel” price (1 EUR/kg)
scenarios. High fuel price scenario increases cost of re-routings, since fuel costs make roughly 50-60%
of total re-routing cost for turbo-prop and 75% for jet aircraft. For instance, the estimated cost of a 10
NM re-routing for Boeing 737-800 is around 75 EUR with higher fuel price and 45 EUR with lower fuel
price. For the same aircraft and a 20 NM re-routing, costs are around 150 EUR and 100 EUR,
respectively for higher and lower fuel price. In general, cost of re-routings increases in a slightly superlinear way with millage and is higher for larger aircraft.
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However, the results of COCTA model testing with higher fuel price are almost identical with the results
obtained with lower fuel price. Few minor differences are:
•

Difference in displacement cost, which is a consequence of higher re-routing costs, due to
higher fuel costs.

•

Expected trade-off between “attractiveness” of re-routing vs. delay: when fuel price goes up,
number of re-routed flights goes down and number of delayed flights goes up. However,
higher delay in “high” fuel price scenario is caused by higher number of flights delayed by only
5 minutes. Although the difference seems to be statistically significant14, the difference in
absolute terms is only a few percent.

•

Consequently, additional CO2 emissions declines with fewer re-routings in “high” fuel scenario.

Basically, the differences at strategic level between “high” and “low” fuel price are marginal and
observable only in few network performance indicators, with relatively weak statistical significance.
There are several reasons for similar results from model testing with different fuel prices. First, more
than two thirds of alternative routes are shorter than 20 NM in our case study, so the cost differences
are not as high (compared to cost of capacity provision and cost of delays). Also, in cases of high
demand in the network, longer delays instead of re-routings are no longer more cost-efficient demand
management option, since cost of delays increase in a non-linear fashion. Lastly, although we have
more than 50,000 different 3D trajectory options for individual flights in our case study, there might
be other viable options in some portions of airspace, which we are not able to capture a priori using
NEST.
Since there is no big difference between the two, we proceed by comparing COCTA “low” fuel price
scenario, which is comparable to the current fuel price, with the Baseline scenario.
Since we chose the busiest day in the network in 2016, in the Baseline scenario we can see very high
delays associated with high demand (Table 9). Moreover, the algorithm was not always able to find a
feasible solution with delays limited to 90 minutes in some instances, even with maximum
configurations available. For that reason, after extensive testing, we had to allow re-routings of up to
2NM so that all the demand could be accommodated. In the present ATM system, re-routings are not
considered in the capacity planning phase (EUROCONTROL, 2013a), but are executed in a form of
mandatory scenarios (re-routing) on a day of operation to avoid excessive ATFM delays
(EUROCONTROL NMOC, 2017b). Therefore, in this case of very high delays, the Baseline scenario is not

14

Since the results (data) are not normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests) and
variances are not the same (Levene’s test for equality of variances), we use non-parametric Man-Whitney U test
(Connolly, 2011) to thoroughly compare network performance between the two. As a note, non-parametric test
generally have lower power for statistical inference compared to parametric tests (like t-test); for instance, when
the alternative hypothesis is true, non-parametric tests may be less likely to reject the null hypothesis (Connolly,
2011).
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a realistic expectation of demand materialisation, but merely a consequence of limited capacity in the
network and limited demand management actions in the strategic stage.
It is also worth noting that, in the present system, AOs are not always in favour of re-routings
(EUROCONTROL, 2015), not just because of the additional cost, but because there is no network-wide
assessment of scenarios’ impact (Woodland, 2018). Namely, AOs are concerned that ANSPs use
scenarios primarily as a tool to reduce ATFM delays and meet their local delay targets (EUROCONTROL,
2015).
On the other hand, in the COCTA ATM value-chain, with airport pair pricing and trajectory charging
introduced, re-routings become a network-centric instrument to effectively establish a demandcapacity balance, with clear benefits for AOs overall. They allow the NM as a central planner to spread
the demand in the network in such a manner that the total cost is significantly lower for the COCTA
scenario, compared to the Baseline. As presented in Table 9, total cost in the COCTA scenario is almost
15% lower compared to the Baseline scenario. This difference mainly arises from higher displacement
cost in the Baseline and only partially due to higher cost of capacity provision. This is not unexpected
though, since the capacity management in the Baseline scenario is coordinated network-wide (using
the COCTA capacity mechanism). Mann-Whitney U test shows significant differences in total cost,
capacity costs and displacement costs, Table 10 (p value in all tests lower than 0.05).
Table 9. Comparison of Scenarios: Baseline and COCTA - KPIs

Performance indicators

Baseline
Fuel price 0.5 EUR/KG

COCTA
Fuel price 0.5 EUR/KG

MIN

AVERAGE
[ST.DEV]

MAX

MIN

AVERAGE
[ST.DEV]

MAX

8,302

9,743
[872]

11,194

8,302

9,743
[872]

11,194

Total cost (capacity +
displacement) [EUR]

756,939

1,035,165
[269,411]

2,333,510

752,144

884,681
[81,534]

1,025,670

Capacity cost (only
variable) [EUR]

747,843

886,410
[80.270]

1,010,570

747,965

863,107
[65,397]

966,855

Displacement cost
[EUR]

1,979

148,755

1,336,160

2,729

21,574

61,184

Total number of sector
half-hour used

2,384

Number of flights in the
demand scenario

[204.580]
3,242

2,387

[263]

Number of displaced
flights

64

Number of delayed
flights

30

48

2,831

[17,057]

768

3,095

[212]
2,173

156

[556]
629

2,755
531

1,097

[286]
1,953

[508]
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Performance indicators

Total delay (min)

Baseline
Fuel price 0.5 EUR/KG

COCTA
Fuel price 0.5 EUR/KG

MIN

AVERAGE
[ST.DEV]

MAX

MIN

AVERAGE
[ST.DEV]

MAX

170

7,390

40,045

40

478

1,255

[8,026]
Average delay per
delayed flight (min)

5.58

20.57

5.00

[2.81]

Num of flights delayed
5min

28

Num of flights delayed
15min

2

Num of flights delayed
30min

0

Num of flights delayed
45min

0

Num of flights delayed
60min

0

Num of flights delayed
90min

0

Average re-routing per
re-routed flight (NM)

1

Extra CO2 (kg)

9.56

[368]

354

752

5

80

203

[60]
715

0

[214]
35

7.86

[0.43]

[212]
214

5.23

5

20

[5]
232

0

0

1

221

0

0

0

70

0

0

0

62

0

0

0

1

2.68

5.62

7.78

[54]
19
[31]
2
[8]
4
[9]
1
[0.6]
752

2,970

[5.82]
5,152

7,729

[1,176]

46,315

128,317

[34,865]

Table 10. Comparison between Scenarios: Baseline and COCTA – non-parametric statistical test
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Hypothesis Test Summary (Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U Test)
Null Hypothesis

Sig.

Decision

1

The distribution of Total cost (var cap + displacement) is the same
across categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

2

The distribution of Capacity cost (only variable) is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.001

Reject the null
hypothesis.

3

The distribution of Displacement cost is the same across categories
of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

4

The distribution of Total number of sector half-hours used is the
same across categories of Scenario.

.001

Reject the null
hypothesis.

5

The distribution of Number of displaced flights is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

6

The distribution of Number of delayed flights is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

7

The distribution of Total delay (min) is the same across categories of
Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

8

The distribution of Average delay per delayed flight (min) is the same
across categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

9

The distribution of Num of flights delayed 5 min is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

10 The distribution of Num of flights delayed 15 min is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

11 The distribution of Num of flights delayed 30 min is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

12 The distribution of Num of flights delayed 45 min is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

13 The distribution of Num of flights delayed 60 min is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

14 The distribution of Num of flights delayed 90 min is the same across
categories of Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

15 The distribution of Additional_CO2 is the same across categories of
Scenario.

.000

Reject the null
hypothesis.

Asymptotic significances are displayed. The significance level is .05.
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As expected, the average number of delayed flights and total delay overall are also significantly lower
in the COCTA scenario than in the Baseline. Equity indicator for very long delays also heavily favours
systematic and centralised application of re-routings, as there are no severely delayed flights in the
COCTA scenario. However, the COCTA mechanism makes far more frequent use of spatial
displacement (re-routings), with about 450 re-routed flights on average (=531 displaced minus 85
delayed flights), corresponding to 4.6% of all flights. Consequently, the CO2 emission due to additional
mileage is notably higher in the COCTA scenario. The distribution of spatial deviations from the
shortest plannable route in the COCTA scenario is however strongly right-skewed, with re-routings
being up to 7.5NM for 75% of all re-routed flights, and up to 30NM for 99% of all re-routed flights
(Figure 14). Maximum re-routing length allowed is 50NM, with only 100 flights, for all 200 iterations,
being re-routed more than 45NM.

Frequency over 200 iterations
for all re-routed flights

Re-routing length distribution (COCTA strategic phase)
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Figure 14. Re-routing length distribution for 200 iterations for all re-routed flights (COCTA scenario)

COCTA coordinated capacity and demand management allows the same traffic to be handled with
significantly fewer sector hours overall (Man-Whitney U test p value 0.001), with difference being 38
sector-hours, or about 2.8%, on average, with however much larger difference for higher demand
cases (up to 74 sector-hours, or 4.7% higher capacity spending in the Baseline).
Figure 16 shows that the cost-efficiency performance of the COCTA and the Baseline (assuming,
however, COCTA-like network-wide capacity management!) is broadly comparable for low and
moderate demand volumes, i.e. until about 10,000 flights. For higher demand materialisations total
cost in the Baseline starts increasing in a non-linear way, whereas in COCTA scenario the linear
relationship between traffic volume and total costs continues. The cost-efficiency gap between the
two thus increases with the demand increase, owing primarily to dramatic growth in the displacement
costs in the Baseline scenario. This again is a consequence of the range of demand management
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measures available in the Baseline scenario, and of strong non-linearity of at-gate delay costs,
especially for delays in excess of 30 minutes, which are far more frequently imposed in the Baseline
scenario, Table 9.
However, COCTA also outperforms the Baseline in terms of capacity usage, i.e. it persistently spends
fewer sector-hours then the Baseline to accommodate the same demand volume. This, again, is
particularly notable for demand greater than 10,000 flights. However, Mann-Whitney U Test shows no
significant difference between capacity costs when number of flights in the network is below 10,000,
again, owing to full COCTA capacity management employed (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Capacity cost comparison between Baseline and COCTA (up to 10,000 flights)

This comparative analysis suggests the substantial added value of the extensive spatial demand
management measures applied in COCTA, resulting in better use of available capacities and yielding
remarkably better cost-efficiency than in the Baseline scenario, as observed in the strategic planning
stage. Unsurprisingly, this comes at a cost of somewhat increased CO2 emissions due to more extensive
re-routings applied in COCTA (about 4.45kg extra CO2 per flight, on average, equivalent to 1.4kg extra
fuel burned per flight).
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Figure 16. Comparison between Baseline and COCTA cost-efficiency
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Capacity budget (sector-hours) needed to cost-efficiently handle various levels of traffic in the case
study network, linearly increases with traffic for both scenarios15, Figure 17. Up to 10,000 flights, there
are no significant differences between sector-hours needed, Figure 18. With more than 10,000 flights
in the network, number of displaced flights increases non-linearly in the Baseline scenario, compared
to COCTA scenario (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Sector-hours comparison between Baseline and COCTA

Figure 18. Sector-hours comparison between Baseline and COCTA (up to 10,000 flights)

15

This linear relationship between traffic levels and sector hours is also noticeable in practice; based on DDR
data obtained via NEST, we can see than some ACCs, like Geneva and Maastricht adapt their secotr-opening
schemes in line with demand. However, some other ACCs do not adapt their sector opening schemes closely in
line with demand, thus deviating from linear relation (and potentially suggesting that their efficiency can be
improved).
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From 10,000 flights and above, the Baseline scenario also needs more sector hours than COCTA, as
confirmed by Mann-Whitney U Test (U=600.50, p=.000). Moreover, the Baseline scenario uses
configurations with more sectors than COCTA (Figure 19). Distribution of sector half-hours across ACCs
is shown in Figure 20– some ACCs like Vienna and Karlsruhe Central (LOVVCTA and EDUUUTAC) have
higher variation in capacity, while some other, like Bratislava (LZBBCTA) have much lower one.
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Figure 19. Maximum sectors open and duration (sector half-hours) at maximum configuration

Figure 20. Sector half hour periods across ACCs for COCTA and Baseline scenarios
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The analyses so far compared COCTA and Baseline scenario over a wide range of demand levels
expected to materialize in the network in the coming season (and/or years), accounting for high level
of traffic variability. This serves as a starting point for the NM to assess required capacity profiles during
the season, or even for a longer period, for all ACCs. We observe a very strong correlation between
the number of flights and almost all the other variables (KPIs) monitored, usually higher than 0.9. This
indicates that the number of flights is a very strong driver and predictor not just for the capacity
required in the coming period (see Figure 17), but also for the network performance overall. The NM,
therefore, can base its capacity orders, even in the long term, upon the expected traffic growth in the
network. Potentially, the NM could conclude that some ACCs might need to increase their maximum
number of sectors or provide maximum capacity level for a longer period, and so on. Since we don’t
have reliable information on the current “limits” for maximum capacity level and for how long it can
be provided by each ACC, we cannot test and evaluate if that is the case.

5.2.2 COCTA model testing for a representative day: scenario identification
To demonstrate a more precise capacity ordering decision taken by the NM, that is, sector-opening
schemes for ACCs, we run the COCTA model for a representative day, as outlined in section 4.2. Here,
we consider a lower level of traffic variability, i.e. assume that all scheduled flights will materialize as
planned, with only a portion of demand (non-scheduled) being “stochastic”. We demonstrate this
process for a busy Friday traffic, anticipating that a total number of flights will be 11,000 including ±
2% traffic variability. Out of 11,000 flights, approximately 85% are scheduled (and fixed), while we
assume that variability originates from the remaining 15% of non-scheduled demand.
Based on statistical analysis of model outputs (active sector configurations over time per each ACC) for
20 runs of the model within a relatively narrow range of high demand materialisations we defined four
representative SOSc’s to be used for second stage analysis, i.e. for the strategic scenario testing:
•

MIN: representing the sector-opening schemes providing as low as possible capacities which
still, on average, allows for accommodating the expected demand.

•

Q1: broadly corresponding to the first quartile (25th percentile) of the capacity provided per
each ACC and each 30-min period. Slightly more generous capacity-policy than MIN, expected
to result in higher costs of capacity provision but also improved delay and environmental
performance, on average.

•

MEDIAN: broadly corresponding to the median (50th percentile) of the capacity provided per
each ACC and each 30-min period, aiming to broadly represent an "average" case.

•

MAX: Meant to reflect the most conservative capacity policy, taking for each ACC and each 30min period the maximum observed number of opened sectors. This arguably mimics planning
for the highest-demand scenario, with likely redundancies in some ACCs. It is thus not
intuitively clear if (or how often) gains from reduction of displacement costs would offset the
higher capacity provision costs.

It should be noted that the difference between the MIN and MAX scenario is 167.5 sector-hours, that
is, MAX SOSc provides, overall, 11.7% more sector-hours than the MIN SOSc (Table 11). Furthermore,
MAX adds 6 more sectors opened at maximum configuration compared to MIN, which might also have
longer-term cost implications under certain assumptions.
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Table 11. COCTA scenario identification for a representative day

Figure 21. Capacity and displacement cost trade-off between different scenarios
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5.2.3 COCTA model testing for a representative day: scenario testing
With the MIN SOSc we get 35% of unfeasible solutions, meaning that there are 35% demand
materialisations which cannot be accommodated by such SOSc assuming maximum at-gate delay of
up to 90 minutes. With the Q1 SOSc 5% demand profiles turn out too challenging for the available
capacities, Table 11.
Whereas there is quite a sharp performance improvement between the MIN and the Q1 SOSc, in
particular concerning total delay, incidence of lengthy delays and the CO2 emissions, the improvement
gradient notably slows down between the Q1 and MEDIAN SOSc, and effectively diminishes between
the MEDIAN and the MAX SOSc, except for slight CO2 emission reduction (Table 11).
With MEDIAN and MAX SOSc we get feasible solutions for every random demand sample, the summary
results of which are presented in Table 12. The MEDIAN SOSc spends a 4.8% lower overall capacity
budget than the MAX SOSc.
Table 12 suggests that MEDIAN SOSc on average performs 3.6% better than the MAX scenario in terms
of total cost (=variable cost of capacity provision plus displacement cost) and that difference is
statistically significant (Man-Whitney U=0, p=.000). This is because the increment in displacement
costs, owing to scarcer capacity budget in MEDIAN, is on average lower than the corresponding cost
of additional capacity provided in the MAX SOSc, see Figure 21 (on the other hand, there is no
significant difference between displacement cost in MEDIAN and MAX scenarios at 5% level: U=267,
p=0.070). The remaining indicators are on average typically only marginally better in the MAX scenario
than in the MEDIAN, with however somewhat higher dispersion of values (measured via standard
deviation) in the MEDIAN scenario, which is expected given the scarcer capacity budget, owing to the
impact of most challenging demand materialisations.
Table 12. Scenario testing: network performance for COCTA MEDIAN and MAX SOSc

MEDIAN
Performance indicators

MIN

MAX

AVERAGE

MAX

MIN

[ST.DEV]
Number of flights in the demand
scenario

AVERAGE

MAX

[ST.DEV]

10,856

11,075

11,176

10,856

11,075

11,176

1,004,890

1,015,393
[5,482]

1,029,210

1,044,590

1,053,682
[4,091]

1,058,120

Capacity cost (only variable)
[EUR]

957,516

957,516
[0]

957,516

998,004

998,004
[0]

998,004

Displacement cost (EUR)

47,371

57,877
[5,482]

71,693

46,590

55,678
[4,091]

60,121

Total number of sector halfhours used

3,062

3,062
[0]

3,062

3,208

3,208
[0]

3,208

Number of displaced flights

950

1,074
[55]

1,152

922

1,041
[53]

1,105

Number of delayed flights

176

206
[15]

234

174

209
[16]

233

Total
cost
(capacity
displacement) [EUR]
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MEDIAN
Performance indicators

MIN

AVERAGE

MAX
MAX

MIN

[ST.DEV]
Total delay (min)

AVERAGE

MAX

[ST.DEV]

990

1,201
[126]

1,565

1,000

1,208
[103]

1,375

Average delay per flight (min)

0.091

0.108
[0.011]

0.140

0.092

0.109
[0.009]

0.123

Average delay per delayed flight
(min)

5.50

5.82
[0.23]

6.69

5.49

5.79
[0.11]

5.94

Num of flights delayed 5 min

161

190
[12]

205

174

192
[13]

233

Num of flights delayed 15min

9

16.0
[3.5]

25

9

16.4
[3.1]

21

Num of flights delayed 30min

0.0

0.1
[0.45]

2.0

0.0

0.05
[0.22]

1.0

Num of flights delayed 45min

0.0

0.1
[0.31]

1.0

0.0

0.0
[0.00]

0.0

101,323

119,852
[8,896]

135,294

98,678

115,720
[7,542]

123,478

Extra CO2 emitted (kg)

Based on comparative analysis above for the pre-tactical stage we opted for the MEDIAN capacity
budget, and corresponding sector-opening schemes for ACCs/sector groups, thus intentionally
sacrificing some increased delays and CO2 emissions for the sake of lower average total cost to users.
For the sake of illustration, chosen sector-opening schemes for a selection of ACCs are shown in Figures
22-25.
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Figure 22. Sector-opening scheme LOVVCTA (MEDIAN scenario)
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Figure 23. Sector-opening scheme EPWWCTA (MEDIAN scenario)
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Figure 24. Sector-opening scheme EDUUUTAC (MEDIAN scenario)
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Figure 25. Sector-opening scheme EDYYDUTA (MEDIAN scenario)
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5.3 Results: Strategic/pre-tactical demand management
In this section we show the results of pre-tactical testing of the previously chosen COCTA SOSc
(MEDIAN) and compare them to the results of testing the modelled (no-COCTA) Baseline scenario using
the same SOSc. To account for uncertainty in the final number of flights to appear on the day of
operation, as seen from the strategic and pre-tactical planning (i.e. days and weeks ahead of D day),
we use three different demand profiles. Those concern the numbers of non-scheduled flights showing
up on D day. The first demand profile assumes that approximately 50% of all non-scheduled flights
anticipated in the strategic phase would appear on the day of operation. The second one assumes 75%
show-up rate, and the last profile assumes 95% of all non-scheduled flights showing up on D day. These
percentages translate into total demand comprising 10,850 flights, 11,000 flights, and 11,150 flights,
respectively.
Table 13 (block in the middle) shows comparative performance of the COCTA mechanism under the
chosen SOSc (MEDIAN) for each of the three demand profiles. It can be seen that more challenging
demand profiles only relatively marginally deteriorate the network performance when COCTA
mechanism is in force. The performance deterioration with increasing demand is very marginal in the
delay domain, with additional 300 flights (i.e. 10,850 -> 11,150) being accommodated by the
unchanged SOSc at a penalty of only 530 additional delay minutes, the vast majority of which stems
from delays of 5 or 15 minutes. Greater portion of additional demand is being accommodated by
means of spatial displacement (facilitated by offering FAT discount for longer trajectories assigned). As
a result of more frequent re-routings environmental performance is expectedly somewhat negatively
affected on average, with 16.4t more extra-CO2 emitted in the Very-high than with the Moderate
demand profile, corresponding to 5.2t extra fuel burned in total.
Finally, FAT discount needed to drive user trajectory choices into desired direction (closer to network
optimum) seems very reasonable (55-60 thousand EUR in total). Furthermore, FAT discount increases
with rising demand at lower pace than the corresponding displacement costs, which are estimated to
range between 49,000 and 62,000 EUR. This suggests that it is possible to come up with a self-financing
set of FAT products which “preserves” the targeted system-optimum solution (as the NM is driven by
the network performance as a whole) in a user-optimum environment (as AOs are driven by their
individual rationality). Note that this “self-financing” is possible even on a very challenging day and
comprises only a fragment of the total capacity cost, which indicates that the concept will also be
feasible on a day with lower traffic (yet to be tested).
Table 13 also suggests dramatically better performance of COCTA compared to the modelled Baseline
applying the same SOSc, but minimising delay minutes, rather than delay cost, as already elaborated.
For any given demand profile COCTA yields an order-of-magnitude lower total delay minutes than the
Baseline, accompanied by much narrower distribution of flight delays, with hardly any delay longer
than 15 minutes (all differences are statistically significant at 5% level). This comparison should
nevertheless be taken with caution, given the time horizon to which it relates, i.e. it is unlikely that an
anticipation of such poor performance in the Baseline scenario obtained in the strategic/pre-tactical
stage would realistically remain unaddressed until the day of operation by the NM and/or ANSPs
involved. Some of the capacity and demand management measures would likely be triggered which
would alleviate what seems to be a dramatic demand/capacity imbalance in the example we study. In
any case, there seem to be obvious and tangible benefits of coordinated capacity ordering and
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management across the network, including still very basic product (trajectory) differentiation with
associated price differentiation.
Concerning the performance of the Baseline scenario itself, it should be noted that the Moderate
demand (10,850 flights) can on average be accommodated with arguably bearable average delay of
2.0 minutes per flight. However, additional increase in demand, while keeping the SOSc unchanged,
severely affects the network performance, especially concerning the incidence of delays ≥ 30 minutes,
but also in terms of CO2 emissions, as re-routings become inevitable at some point. It should finally be
noted that in more than 25% of cases there was no feasible solution in the Baseline scenario when the
demand profile was Very-High, and that even Moderate or High demand profiles could not have been
accommodated each time (feasibility rates 92% and 94%, respectively). This practically means that, in
such cases, delays longer than 90 minutes or/and mandatory re-routings would have to be applied to
fit the traffic into available capacities.
Table 13. Pre-tactical testing, COCTA MEDIAN SOSc vs. Modelled No-COCTA Baseline

Performance indicators
Number of flights in the
demand scenario

COCTA MEDIAN SOSc
Moderate

High

Baseline MEDIAN SOSc*

Very-High

Moderate

High

Very-High

10,850

11,000

11,150

10,850

11,000

11,150

100

100

100

93

93

72

3,063

3,063

3,063

3,063

3,063

3,063

55,529

57,743

59,791

n/a

n/a

n/a

Number of displaced
flights

937

1,016

1,122

1,410

2,038

1,960

Number of delayed flights

204

235

286

1,211

1,716

1,638

Total delay (min)

1,143

1,357

1,675

22,210

50,806

44,259

Average delay per flight
(min)

0.105

0.123

0.150

2.0

4.6

4.0

Average delay per
delayed flight (min)

5.60

5.77

5.85

18.3

28.6

25.9

Average num of flights
delayed 5 min

192

218

264

537

386

449

Average num of flights
delayed 15min

11

15

21

396

434

448

Feasibility (%)
Total number of sector
halfhour used
Total FAT discount (EUR)
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Performance indicators

COCTA MEDIAN SOSc
Moderate

High

Baseline MEDIAN SOSc*

Very-High

Moderate

High

Very-High

Average num of flights
delayed 30min

0.50

1.20

1.30

90

354

285

Average num of flights
delayed 45min

0

0

0

106

290

244

Average num of flights
delayed 60min

0

0

0

45

132

110

Average num of flights
delayed 90min

0

0

0

38

120

102

96,163

105,022

112,576

33,068

106,562

98,487

Average extra CO2
emitted (kg)

*Values shown are averages across feasible iterations only.

5.3.1 The maximum demand case
Lastly, we compare the network performance between COCTA, the Baseline and the NEST scenario
when demand is at its maximum level considered in the case-study, that is, 11,211 flights. It is very
time consuming to run experiments with NEST with varying level of demand, therefore, we decided to
use only the maximum demand for comparison purpose in this deliverable.
The results, shown in Table 14, indicate that NEST uses 10% less sector hours compared to COCTA and
the Baseline with MEDIAN SOSc scenarios, but is comparable to COCTA MIN SOSc scenario (difference
in sector-hours is less than 0.1%). However, NEST opens slightly more maximum configurations
compared to COCTA and Baseline scenarios (2).
The NEST scenario generates the highest total delay of the four scenarios (66,112 minutes), with,
importantly, 474 flights heavily penalized (delays from 60 to 130 minutes). In turn, this generates very
high delay per delayed flight (nearly 50 minutes/flight) and average delay per flight (almost 6
minutes/flight).
The Baseline scenario, which also exclusively uses delays as demand management measure was not
able to find a feasible solution with delays limited to 90 minutes (we did not test the case with delays
up to 120/30 minutes, as is the case with NEST scenario). Therefore, the experiment design was
modified to allow re-routings, once delays have been assigned, so as to obtain a feasible solution. In
such case, re-routings become severe: in total 485 flights were re-routed with average re-routing
length of almost 20NM per re-routed flight (9,420NM in total). In the end, the Baseline scenario
generates almost 30% less delay minutes compared to the NEST, with somewhat higher number of
delayed flights and better delay distributions (right skewed) compared to the NEST scenario.
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With the COCTA scenario using the MEDIAN SOSc the resulting delay is by far the lowest of all: 1,470
minutes in total. Moreover, there are no long delays in the COCTA scenario, which means that delayed
flights will be far less likely to generate reactionary delays (which in case of very long primary delays
cannot be mitigated). Since re-routings are consider alongside with delays (on cost basis), this scenario
outperforms the Baseline both in terms of delays and re-routings. With COCTA MEDIAN scenario, there
are 878 flights re-routed on average by 7.86NM and total of slightly less than 6,950NM. Since COCTA
generally re-routes smaller aircraft, as that is more cost-efficient than re-routing larger aircraft, the
carbon footprint is also much lower compared to the Baseline scenario. Note also that in COCTA
scenario we still rely on AO choices, that is, choice model is “active” and the NM still employs FAT
discounts to drive AO’s behaviour towards system optimum. However, even in this case, the NM is
able to keep the “system optimum” network performance with trajectory price incentives (total
discount compared to total displacement cost). There is only a relatively small and stable variation in
results and the NM can adjust the product prices for a given choice model parameters.
Since the COCTA MIN SOSc happens to have the capacity budget comparable to that of the NEST
scenario, we decided to test the COCTA MIN SOSc scenario too, and see to which extent there are
differences between the two scenarios in other performance areas. It should be noted that we had to
allow for a very long computational time to be able to obtain feasible solution with this very scarce
COCTA capacity budget.
The results suggest that the COCTA MIN SOSc scenario strongly outperforms the NEST scenario in
terms of total delay and the incidence of lengthy delays, with however inevitable penalty in terms of
CO2 emissions, corresponding to extra fuel burned of 5.8 kg/flight.
Finally, an interesting comparison can be made between the COCTA MIN SOSc and the Baseline
MEDIAN SOSc scenarios, Table 14. It reveals that the COCTA mechanism is able to simultaneously
reduce the capacity wastage (by consuming 6.1% fewer sector-hours), total delays (by saving more
than 40,000 delay minutes), and the incidence of long delays (with 26 flights delayed 60-90 minutes
compared to 238 such flights in the Baseline), while only marginally deteriorating the environmental
performance (13.8t higher CO2 emission than in the Baseline, corresponding to increase in fuel burn
of 0.39 kg/flight on average). In terms of re-routing lengths, 938 flights are re-routed on average
11.48NM, which makes a total of 10,772NM (higher than MIN, but more evenly distributed).
Table 14. Comparison between Baseline, NEST and COCTA scenarios (pre-tact, demand=11,211)

Baseline
(MEDIAN)

NEST

COCTA
(MIN)*

COCTA
(MEDIAN)

Number of flights in the demand scenario

11,211

11,211

11,211

11,211

Total number of sector half-hour used

3,063

2,854

2,876

3,063

99

101

94

99

2,067

1,374

1,353

1,136

Performance indicators

Sum of maximum sectors open
Number of displaced flights
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Baseline
(MEDIAN)

NEST

COCTA
(MIN)*

COCTA
(MEDIAN)

Number of delayed flights

1,582

1,374

415

258

Total delay (min)

48,175

66,112

7,953

1,470

4.3

5.9

0.71

0.13

30.45

48.12

19.11

5.69

Num of flights delayed 5min
[0min, 5min] for NEST

329

131

218

240

Num of flights delayed 15min
[5min, 15min] for NEST

400

372

68

18

Num of flights delayed 30min
[15min, 30min] for NEST

349

271

45

2

Num of flights delayed 45min
[30min, 45min] for NEST

266

65

57

0

Num of flights delayed 60min
[45min, 60min] for NEST

111

61

15

0

Num of flights delayed 90min
[60min, 90min] for NEST

127

87

11

0

Num of flights delayed [90min, 130min]

0

387

0

0

Average re-routing per flight [NM]

20

0

11.48

7.90

190,049

0

203,820

125,506

Performance indicators

Average delay per flight (min)
Average delay per delayed flight (min)

Extra CO2 (kg)

* Feasible in 45% of runs. Statistics show averages for feasible cases only.
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6 Discussion and conclusions

In this deliverable, we summarize the proposed changes in the ATM value-chain and briefly explain the
COCTA capacity and demand management process developed so far. We present in detail the COCTA
mathematical model, its implementation and an approach to solve it.
For model testing and evaluation of the COCTA concept, we use a large-scale case study based on real
data. We include a large portion of central and western Europe, covering eight ANSPs, that is, 15
ACCs/sector groups, with more than 170 different sector-opening schemes available. Demand consist
of more than 11,200 individual flights for the entire day, with almost 50,000 different trajectory (rerouting) options. We calculate costs of capacity provision and delays and re-routings, to serve as input
parameters for model testing and evaluation.
Setting the scene for model testing is not trivial in this case, so we elaborate in detail different levels
and steps, as well as different scenarios. We start with model testing at strategic level and strategic
capacity ordering by the NM from ANSPs. This level has two different testing steps: scenario
identification and scenario testing. Basically, the NM evaluates the capacity needed based on
anticipated traffic materialisation in the network, identifies scenarios based on initial results, and then
tests those scenarios and compare them against each other. Finally, the NM decides on the SectorOpening Scheme (SOSc) to be ordered (asked for and negotiated) from ANSPs. Both steps in this level
are performed for different scenarios: Baseline, which should resemble the current practice to the
extent possible, and COCTA scenarios with “low” and “high” fuel price.
For the pre-tactical model testing, we use the SOSc chosen at the strategic level as an input parameter
and introduce different trajectory products: Purchased Specific Trajectory (PST) and Flexibly Assigned
Trajectory (FAT). Based on assumed choice model (parameters), airlines decide which product they will
opt for, depending on the discount the NM could offer (probabilistic model). The NM cannot re-order
(ask for and negotiate) for more capacity than ordered, and has to recover the capacity costs and
define sector-opening schemes for each ACC.
Based on the results from the strategic phase, we can infer that by coordinated capacity and demand
management, the NM is able to achieve better network performance in cost-efficiency, capacity and
equity performance areas compared to the Baseline (which should have a long(er)-term impact).
Expectedly, the Baseline scenario had better performance in the environment area (lower CO2
emissions), owing to assumed Baseline demand management options (i.e. ground delays
predominantly). The results also show how the COCTA mechanism makes trade-offs between ordering
more capacity, thus increasing cost of capacity provision and lowering displacement cost, and vice
versa. For the very challenging demand profile for the network considered, the NM does not have too
many different scenarios to choose from; nevertheless, we are able to show clear trade-offs between
various network indicators if different capacity budgets were ordered.
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The results of pre-tactical stage testing suggest that coordinated capacity ordering, as such, yields
reduced capacity needs. This can be inferred from the experiment where identical SOSc has been used
for both COCTA and the Baseline scenario, which shows dramatic performance advantages (especially
re. delay and equity) brought about by COCTA. To reach the COCTA-achieved level of network
performance the Baseline setting necessitates tangibly higher capacities in some parts of the network.
In other words, COCTA consumes considerably fewer capacities to achieve the delay and equity
performance comparable to the no-COCTA setting. Finally, improvements in delay and/or costefficiency and equity domains expectedly come at an environmental penalty, which is however fairly
marginal, and ranges, on average, between 0 and 1.8kg extra fuel per flight compared to the no-COCTA
Baseline.
Product differentiation (PST vs. discounted FAT trajectories), according to preliminary tests conducted
in quite a limited context, seem to be capable of driving the individual airspace users' trajectory choices
towards network-friendlier traffic allocation, yielding as a result satisfactory vector of network
performance indicators.
We tested two COCTA scenarios: “low fuel” price (0.5 EUR/kg) and “high fuel” price (1 EUR/kg)
scenarios. The differences at strategic level between the two scenarios are marginal and observable
only in few network performance indicators, with relatively weak statistical significance. This might
largely be due to overly challenging demand profile in the case study considered. In such a context reroutings even at doubled fuel price still seem a more cost-efficient demand management option than
otherwise inevitable longer delays, since cost of delay increases in a non-linear fashion with delay
duration.
The COCTA consortium plans to further develop the methodology for COCTA concept evaluation and
testing. First, we will develop a more advanced COCTA mechanism, introducing a novel trajectory
product, which leaves the flexibility to decide the final trajectory with airlines. This will, in turn, enable
a more sophisticated trajectory pricing mechanism and enable a better potential for flexible provision
of capacity. These modifications will be reported in D4.2, whereas the results of the final COCTA
mechanism, including testing the model sensitivity to changes in key input parameters, will be reported
in D5.4.
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Appendix A
budget

COCTA flexible scenario with capacity

This is a part of the paper that was accepted for presentation at the “Research Workshop on Volatility
in Air Traffic and its impact on Air Traffic Performance”, held in Warsaw, 14-15 May, 2018.

Strategic capacity ordering in a redesigned ATM value-chain
We analyse principal trade-offs between capacity and demand management actions to improve overall
cost-efficiency:
•

•

ordering (more) capacity, and thereby increasing the cost of capacity provision, to reduce costs
of delaying or re-routing flights (uniformly termed displacement costs throughout the paper)
vs
delaying or re-routing flights in order not to increase the costs of capacity provision.

We assume that the NM’s primary aim is to order capacities across the network to maximize costefficiency, i.e. to minimize the sum of capacity provision and displacement costs. In addition, we also
examine trade-offs between different performance indicators.
We develop the COCTA mathematical model which balances between capacity and demand
management actions, as outlined above. To save space we refer reader to (Starita et al., 2017) for the
model mathematical formulation, whereas in this paper we describe a fast heuristics developed to
solve it.
Computational runtime is one of the crucial aspects of modelling. The COCTA model, as presented in
(Starita et al., 2017) is challenging to solve even with a commercial solver when large instances are
considered. For this reason, we propose a fast heuristic, a high-level description of which is given
below, to find a near-optimal solution:
•
•

capacity budget per ANSP, that is, Area Control Centre (ACC), measured in sector hours (we
use 30-minute intervals as a basic time unit for sector opening scheme) and
demand distribution in the network, including delays and re-routings.

Initial route assignment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

68

Assign each flight to its shortest route;
Count the number of flights entering each elementary sector (entry count) at each time
interval;
For each elementary sector and time interval, compare the declared capacity and entry counts
o If entry count is higher than capacity, store the bottleneck (sector and interval pair);
If no bottleneck is found, break;
Sort each bottleneck in terms of its correspondent capacity imbalance (entry counts –
capacity);
While there are bottlenecks or maximum iterations run
o For each bottleneck, starting from the highest:
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▪

▪

Re-assign all flights creating bottleneck to the cheapest route, by avoiding
congested sector in that period. Start from smaller aircraft, then medium then
large.
Update entry counts and bottlenecks.

Capacity and route assignments (improve the initial solution):
•

For k : num_iter : 0 : -1
o Try to improve the initial solution by changing spatio-temporal profile of demand, i.e.
by assigning a portion of flights to alternative routes;
o For each airspace and time period, find the best sector configuration by inspecting
configurations from the cheapest to the most expensive. The chosen configuration will
be the first one which can satisfy all the capacity constraints. Store demand
assignment accordingly;
o Find optimal flight-to-route assignments by solving the optimization model [11] with
capacity decisions fixed (once capacity is fixed, the model described in [11] can be
solved in polynomial time);
o Keep best solution. If total cost (displacement + capacity) of last solution is worse than
best solution, break. Otherwise, update best solution and proceed to the next
iteration;

Given that in capacity and route assignments resources are assigned sequentially over time, we need
to be careful in balancing two aspects:
•
•

Busiest hours of the day should be prioritised.
Solutions should be feasible, i.e. there should always be at least enough budget to let an
airspace to operate at least in the cheapest configuration.

The first issue is addressed by identifying a priority order of time periods so that capacity decisions are
made first on peak hours and subsequently on less busy hours. The second issue is addressed by
continuously updating the set of feasible configurations to choose from. More specifically, assume
that, for a given airspace, we have yet to decide configurations for a given number of time intervals.
The seat of feasible configurations will be updated by excluding all configurations requiring a number
of sector units greater than the capacity budget left minus . In other words, we are keeping a “safety”
budget which allow us to assign at least the cheapest configuration (using exactly one sector unit) to
off peak time periods.
In summary, the heuristic provides us with a feasible solution of typically good quality (according to
our experiments) in a very short time.

Case study
We use real world data, obtained from EUROCONTROL’s service Demand Data Repository (DDR2) using
EUROCONTROL Network Strategic Tool (NEST). The large-scale case study includes airspaces in central
and western Europe, covering eight ANSPs and 15 ACCs/sector groups (Figure 26). The COCTA concept
is primarily developed for the en-route airspace and therefore, most of the selected ACCs provide ANS
services primarily in the upper airspace. We choose between configurations that were used by ACCs
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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in 2016 and select those that were most frequently used. We select configurations with different
number of sectors: in total, we have 173 different configurations for 15 ACCs/sector groups.
The ANSP cost data used in the model is based on cost and capacity information provided in the ACE
report. Since some ANSPs in our case study changed their sectorisation over the last years (which also
has an influence on costs per sector hour), we only use the most recent data available (2015). For each
ANSP in the case study, we calculated the average ATCO costs per sector hour based on the average
number of ACC ATCOs on duty per sector hour and the average employment costs per ATCO hour (in
the case of Germany we used operational data for ACC Karlsruhe only). We treat these average ATCO
costs per sector hour as variable costs in our model. Moreover, we calculated the average total cost
per day to determine cost recovering charges.
To obtain a challenging set of flights, the busiest day on record in 2016 - 9th September, with a total of
34,594 flights in the European airspace, was chosen for the case study. In the COCTA context, the ANS
charging scheme favours shortest routes, therefore, we first generate shortest routes for the traffic
sample (many flights have already filed shortest plannable routes). We then generate alternative
trajectory options, both in horizontal and vertical plane, crossing different elementary sectors (Figure
26). In the end, the final traffic sample consists of 11,211 individual flights, plus 49,685 additional
(spatial) trajectory options. We also consider several levels of delays (e.g. 5, 10, 15, etc. minutes) for
flights as well, thus further increasing number of different 4D flights. We consider delays only for
shortest routes, i.e. we apply only one demand management measure per flight (delay or re-routing).
To estimate delay and re-routing costs per aircraft type we make use of findings presented in (Cook
and Tanner, 2015) and (EUROCONTROL, 2018). Scheduled flights make around 85% of total demand in
the case study traffic sample, while the remaining 15% are non-scheduled, in line with the annual
averages (EUROCONTROL PRC, 2017).

Figure 26. Case study airspace (left) and different trajectory options (right)

Model testing
The COCTA mathematical model is developed to support the NM’s decision making in the capacity and
demand management process. We test the model in such a manner to reflect related timeframe and
demonstrate decision making in the strategic phase of the COCTA mechanism.
At strategic level, the NM makes a decision on capacity budget for each ANSP/ACC in two steps.
Assuming that scheduled flights will materialise as planned, we solve the unconstrained COCTA model
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with different non-scheduled flights materialisations, to obtain capacity budgets for different demand
levels, as well as associated vector of network performance indicators. Basically, the NM assesses the
effects of traffic variability, in terms of overall traffic levels and spatio-temporal distribution, on the
capacity budget needed to establish a cost-efficient demand-capacity balance. Based on network
performance achieved in individual iterations, we define different scenarios by grouping similar
results. We refer to this step as Scenario Identification (SI) step.
Then the NM evaluates different capacity budgets under different scenarios. This is the Scenario
Testing (ST) step in which the NM tests the performance of each of the identified scenarios in the
previous step. As in the SI step, a number of non-scheduled flights are sampled and the COCTA model
is solved, now with specific capacity budget for each ACC. We also test robustness of chosen airspace
budget with different levels of traffic variability. Finally, the NM can compare results (network
performance) for the pre-defined set of budget scenarios and decide on the final capacity budget for
each ANSP/ACC (capacity budget definition). This step concludes the model testing at the strategic
level.

Results
We start with the individual results of 170 iterations, which correspond to 170 different non-scheduled
traffic materialisations; we visualise the results in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Scenario identification results based on 170 iterations

Building upon the results of the SI step, we have selected and subsequently tested a pallet of six
network capacity ordering scenarios, Figure 28. Five of them have been sourced from genuine
outcomes of the SI step (taking, per each ACC, the first, the second and the third quartile, the 90 th
percentile and the maximum capacity budget observed, thus resulting in budgets Q1, MEDIAN, Q3,
© – 2018 – COCTA consortium.
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P90 and MAX, respectively). The remaining MAX-PLUS capacity budget is synthesised as somewhat
more generous version of the MAX budget (i.e. by adding 8% sector-hours uniformly, per each ACC).
As such, it is meant to broadly reflect the bottom-up capacity decision policy of independent delayaverse ANSPs, which does not account for full benefits of centrally coordinated capacity management.
Under such an assumption, the MAX-PLUS policy might represent a valuable benchmark to assess some
of the effects on network performance of various centrally-coordinated capacity provision policies.
The exact capacity increase assumed in the MAX-PLUS (i.e. 8%) is derived based on the reported range
of capacity buffers (5-10%) typically incorporated in capacity planning by some ANSPs [9].
Therefore, the MAX scenario could arguably be interpreted as a decision of a conservative (delayaverse) Network Manager. In other words, this scenario would likely be selected if the NM aims at
having enough capacity to efficiently deal with all the uncertain scenarios it has foreseen. On the other
hand, the Q1 and MEDIAN scenarios could possibly be seen as a decision of an ‘optimistic’ Network
Manager. The Q3 and P90 scenarios stand between these two extremes. The network capacity budgets
range between 1,496 sector-hours (Q1) and 1,739 sector-hours (MAX-PLUS).
Table 15 summarises the results of the scenario testing stage (statistics based on feasible cases
exclusively), with 30 iterations run per scenario. Firstly, it shows that scarcer capacity budgets (esp. Q1
and MEDIAN) cannot always accommodate all flights (under the given experiment design), infeasibility
most often being the case when demand is at about 11,000 flights or higher. Capacity budget Q1, for
instance, never managed to accommodate more than 10,974 flights, meaning that the model was not
able to find a feasible traffic assignment despite delays of up to 90 minutes were enabled. Scarcest
capacity budgets also yield substantial penalties in terms of total delay, average delay per delayed
flight, the incidence of lengthy delays, as well as with environmental performance.
MAX
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Figure 28. Capacity budget scenarios

In terms of lowest average variable cost per flight (average variable capacity cost plus average
displacement cost) the best performer is the P90 capacity budget, with average cost of 96.2 EUR per
flight. The MAX and MAX-PLUS budgets yield somewhat lower displacement costs than P90, but this is
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more than offset by the P90 savings on capacity costs. Delay and environmental performance of MAX
and MAX-PLUS budgets is, on average, only slightly better than that of P90.
The observed trade-offs between the amount of capacity provided and displacement costs are
intuitively expected. The difference in variable capacity costs between Q1 and MAX scenarios is about
68,000 EUR (7.3%). That difference is more than offset by the decrease in average displacement cost:
from 276,000 EUR in Q1 to 44,000 EUR in MAX, with also remarkably higher variance of displacement
costs in scenarios with scarcest capacity budgets. The total cost minimum is found in the P90 scenario,
which thus represents, on average, the least expensive combination of capacity provision costs and
displacement costs, Figure 30.
Importantly, the benchmark scenario (MAX-PLUS) does not perform better than most of the other five
capacity-coordinated scenarios (quite oppositely, only Q1 is, on average, costlier than MAX-PLUS).
Starting from the MAX scenario capacity order as a Baseline, the addition of extra 8% sector-hours in
each ACC, resulting in MAX-PLUS scenario, does not improve the total ("economic") cost-efficiency,
since it yields only a very small reduction in displacement cost, which is more than offset by the
associated increase in capacity costs. This seems to highlight that a central coordination approach is
generally more advantageous than having every ANSP deciding independently, with a delay-averse
approach employed.
Concerning the right end of the distribution of delayed flights, which could arguably be interpreted
also as a rough proxy for equity (fairness), the average number of flights delayed by ≥45 minutes rapidly
decreases with capacity increase, and the incidence of such cases becomes very close to zero at P90
budget already, Figure 29. Environmental performance, measured via extra CO2 emitted (compared to
shortest routes), is solely driven by re-routings (with re-routing larger aircraft being more harmful,
ceteris paribus). The scenarios with highest capacity orders expectedly perform better than the others
in this respect, yet those improvements are fairly marginal between P90 and MAX-PLUS, Figure 29.
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Table 15. Performance indicators per scenario

Figure 30. Capacity and displacement cost trade-off
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Figure 29. Network performance indicators (average values) for different capacity budgets
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The analysis above relates to expected behaviour of various capacity budget scenarios across a
relatively broad range of possible demand materialisations, with demand ranging between 10,153 and
11,207 flights, i.e. implying expected traffic variability of about 10%. Given the COCTA mechanism
context, described in Sections 2 and 3, one could also try to distinguish between several possible
demand intervals (because e.g. typical traffic on Friday in August is on average notably busier than on
typical Friday in May). It could then be analysed how various capacity budget scenarios would
expectedly behave within those narrower demand intervals.
To illustrate this effect, we separately analysed iterations with demand materialisations of up to 10,650
flights and those with demand greater than 11,000 flights. The results are quite indicative. Namely, in
the demand > 11,000 flights domain, the budget P90 is still the most cost-efficient of all (93.7 EUR
average total cost per flight), followed by MAX (94.8 EUR) and MAX-PLUS (102.1 EUR). The delay and
environmental performance is, again, only slightly better for most generous capacity budgets than for
P90. This again strongly testifies in favour of pro-active centrally-coordinated capacity and demand
management measures, allowing for comparable network performance with scarcer capacities
available.
Even more interesting results are observed with thinner demand materialisations (<10,650 flights).
Therein, budget Q1 is, on average, the most cost-efficient one, with average total cost of 94.3 EUR per
flight. It is closely followed by the MEDIAN budget (95.3 EUR/flight), which however performs notably
better in the delay and environment domains. Adding extra capacity on top of MEDIAN budget does
not, on average, provide substantial benefits in delay or environment domains while the capacity cost
inevitably increases. The key benefit of more generous budgets is reflected in decreased dispersion
(standard deviation) around average values, which would result in more “reliable” performance
indicators.

Conclusions
We have developed a systematic approach to illustrate the impact of trading off costs of capacity
provision versus cost of displacement in the context of a large realistic case study.
The large numerical example offers valuable insights into the effects of timely (well in advance)
coordinated capacity provision (network-centric approach), and centralised demand management,
with (still) effectively no active route charging approach in force. The results obtained confirm the
existence of intuitively expected performance tradeoffs associated with different airspace capacity
levels provided across the network.
The results also suggest considerable effects of traffic variability (specifically concerning the volume of
materialised demand) on strategic capacity ordering decision. We illustrate how different capacity
budgets perform within both broader and narrower ranges of expected demand volume.
It would further be interesting to examine the effect of variability concerning takeoff times. For
instance, adding an uncertainty interval, e.g. (-5 minutes, +10 minutes) around published (scheduled)
takeoff times would enable assessment of robustness of different capacity budgets we analysed in this
paper, providing a valuable additional performance indicator. This is one of immediate future research
directions.
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